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ABSTRACT 
 
     Rare earth-based intermetallic compounds continue to draw considerable 
attention due to their fundamental importance in understanding structure-property 
relationships and potential for practical applications based on a variety of phenomena. 
The focus of this project is to employ two rare earth intermetallic systems: RFe4Ge2 and 
R117M52+xX112+y ternary intermetallic systems as model candidates to uncover the 
underlying electronic, atomic and microscopic interactions that result in a strong coupling 
between the crystallographic and magnetic sub-lattices. 
    A systematic investigation of the structure, magnetic and thermal properties of 
DyFe4Ge2 has been performed. Magnetization of DyFe4Ge2 measured as a function of 
temperature in 1 kOe magnetic field indicates antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering at 
TN=62 K followed by two spin reorientation transitions at Tf1 = 52 K and Tf2 = 32 K and 
another anomaly at 15 K (Tf3).  Three transitions (Tf1, Tf2, and TN) are further confirmed 
by heat-capacity measurement in a zero magnetic field. The two low temperature 
magnetic transitions are broadened and gradually vanish when the applied magnetic field 
exceeds 30 kOe, and the AFM transition shifts toward low temperature with increasing 
magnetic field. Reentrant magnetic glassy state is observed below the freezing point Tf3 = 
15 K. Two field-induced metamagnetic phase transitions are observed between 2 and 50 
K in fields below 140 kOe.  The temperature-magnetic field phase diagram has been 
constructed. The first principles electronic structure calculations show that the 
paramagnetic tetragonal structure of DyFe4Ge2 is stable at high temperature. The 
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calculations with collinear Dy spins confirm ferrimagnetic orthorhombic DyFe4Ge2 as the 
ground state structure. 
     The structural, magnetic, heat capacity, electrical resistivity and 
magnetoresistance properties of compound HoFe4Ge2 have been thoroughly investigated. 
The temperature dependencies of the magnetization and heat capacity show three 
magnetic transitions at TN = 51 K, Tf1 = 42 K, and Tf2 = 15 K. The high temperature 
transition is antiferromagnetic ordering and the two low temperature phase transitions are 
due to rearrangements of the magnetic structure.  A kinetically arrested phase is observed 
below a freezing point of ~11 K.  Below 35 K, the behavior of the isothermal 
magnetization reflects a first-order metamagnetic phase transition. Multiple phase 
transitions are also manifested in the electrical resistivity behavior. For a field change of 
30 kOe, a large magnetoresistance of ~ 30% is observed near Tf2 (15K).  
     The magnetic properties of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 – a member of a family of 
materials with a giant unit cell – have been investigated by dc magnetization, ac magnetic 
susceptibility, specific heat, and electrical resistivity measurements. A magnetic glassy 
state at freezing temperature of ~ 11 K was detected from the magnetic susceptibility and 
specific heat data.  The glassy state in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 is not the conventional spin glass 
with randomly oriented magnetic moments, but it is related to clusters of atoms that exist 
in the complex crystal lattice of the material. Furthermore, the glassy state coexists with 
short range antiferromagnetic order, leading to the development of antiferromagnetic 
clusters. A weak anomaly in the specific heat data centered around 11 K supports the 
formation of magnetic cluster glass state in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2.  Semiconductor-like 
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resistivity with a negative temperature coefficient from 2 to 300 K is also observed in 
Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2.   
    The ternary intermetallic compound Pr117Co56.7Ge112 adopts the cubic 
Tb117Fe52Ge112-type related structure with the lattice parameter a = 29.330 (3) Å.  The 
compound exhibits one prominent magnetic transition at ~ 10 K and two additional weak 
magnetic anomalies are observed at ~ 26 K and ~ 46 K in a 1kOe applied field.  At a 
higher field of 10 kOe, only one broad ferromagnetic-like transition remains at 12 K. The 
inverse magnetic susceptibility of Pr117Co56.7Ge112 obeys the Curie-Weiss law with a 
positive value of the paramagnetic Curie temperature (θP = 24 K), indicating that 
ferromagnetic interactions are dominant. The effective magnetic moment is 3.49 μB / Pr, 
which is close to the theoretical effective paramagnetic moment of 3.58 μB for the Pr
3+ 
ion.    
     The presence of cluster spin glass in Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) is evidenced via ac and 
dc susceptibility, magnetization, magnetic relaxation and heat capacity measurements. 
The results clearly show that Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) undergoes a spin glass phase transition at 
a freezing temperature of ~38 K.  The good fit of frequency dependence of the freezing 
temperature to the critical slowing down model and Vogel-Fulcher law strongly suggest 
the existence of a cluster glass in the Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) system.  The heat capacity data 
also show absence of long-range magnetic order and a large value of Sommerfeld 
coefficient is obtained. The spin glass behavior of Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) is understood in 
terms of competing interactions among the multiple non-equivalent Tb sites arising from 
the highly complex unit cell.  
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
     Rare earth-based intermetallic compounds, especially novel compounds, 
continue to draw considerable attention due to their fundamental importance in 
understanding structure-property relationships and potential for practical applications 
based on a variety of phenomena, including strong magnetocaloric, magnetostriction, 
magnetoresistance and other effects.
1,2,3,4 
  Since the discovery of the giant 
magnetocaloric effect in the Gd5Si2Ge2 system,
5,6
 a strong interest in R5T4 alloys (where 
R is a rare earth metal, and T is a group 14 element) has been on the rise.  The R5T4 
family of compounds, except the interesting phenomena mentioned above, also shows 
spontaneous generation of voltage,
7,8
 acoustic emissions, kinetic arrest,
9
 and magnetic 
deflagration.
10
  Many of these effects are related to strong coupling between the magnetic 
and crystal lattices and simultaneous magnetic and crystallographic transitions which can 
be controlled by chemical composition, temperature, pressure, and/or magnetic field.
11
  In 
addition to interesting physical properties exhibited by rare earth intermetallics, practical 
applications of magnetic materials for solid state, magnetic cooling systems also 
encourage more research to be undertaken. Lanthanide intermetallic compounds which 
magnetically order below 20 K and have large magnetic heat capacities are already 
employed as cryocooler regenerator materials to cool down to 4 K
12
, while lanthanide 
alloys which ferromagnetically order near room temperature are being considered as 
active magnetic regenerator (AMR) materials for near-room-temperature refrigeration 
and cooling.
13
 At present it is well known that the giant magnetocaloric effect (GMCE) is 
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always associated with either a coupled magnetostructural transformation,
14,15,16,17,18
 or 
itinerant electron metamagnetism (IEM)
19
. Since there are only a few IEM compounds 
which exhibit a GMCE we believe it is more fruitful to investigate other compounds that 
may exhibit magnetostructural transformations. 
    Recently, a new rare-earth family of ternary intermetallic compounds with 
general composition R:Fe:Ge=1:4:2 (R=Y, Ho, Dy, Er and Lu) have been discovered and 
reported to crystallize with the tetragonal ZrFe4Si2 type structure
20
. The low temperature 
neutron diffraction and x-ray diffraction studies of compounds ErFe4Ge2, DyFe4Ge2 and 
HoFe4Ge2,
21,22,23,24,25,26
 reveals that these compounds order at low temperature and are 
paramagnetic at room temperature. They are reported to show strong magnetoelastic 
transitions and peculiar magnetic properties.  Although the magnetic structures of these 
compounds have been reported, the detailed magnetic behaviors as functions of 
temperature and applied field, and other physical properties such as electrical resistivity, 
magnetothermal properties and magnetoresistance are still lacking. The major motivation 
to study DyFe4Ge2 and HoFe4Ge2 are to reveal the underlying mechanisms of reported 
magnetic phase transitions through the investigations of the magnetic and thermal 
properties and study the magnetocaloric and magnetoresistance behaviors.     
In order to develop a better understanding of the ever elusive structure-property 
relationships in intermetallic compounds one often needs to look into systems and 
compounds that are distinctly different from those that have been broadly studied in the 
past. Structurally complex metallic alloys are remarkable metallic systems whose giant 
unit cells with lattice periodicity of several nanometers may contain hundreds or even 
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thousands of atoms. The high complexity of such structures coupled with two competing 
physical length scales, i. e. lattice periodicity of several nanometers and an atomic cluster 
substructure on the sub-nanometer scale, is expected to result in interesting physical 
properties. Intermetallic compounds containing in excess of 1000 atoms per unit cell may 
indeed be considered a new frontier because, similar to quasicrystals, they occupy an 
intermediate position between “simple” well-ordered intermetallics with nearly ideal 
periodicity and metallic glasses. Naturally, research aimed to uncover how physical 
properties of these unusual materials are linked to their unique structural characteristics is 
becoming one of the important issues in the condensed matter physics.  
     Among numerous intermetallic families, R-M-X ternary intermetallic systems, 
where R is a rare earth element, M is a transition metal, and X is a non-metal or a 
semimetal have been broadly investigated in the past. Unlike many of the common R-M-
X ternary compounds that crystallize in conventional, “small” unit cells, the compounds 
that belong to the R117M52+xX112+y (M = Fe, Co and Cr, X = Ge, Sn) family are 
extraordinarily complex because their giant cubic unit cells (V > 20,000 Å
3
) 
accommodate in excess of 10
3
 atoms. Being one of the most structurally complex ternary 
solid systems, R117M52+xX112+y compounds are expected to exhibit unique physical 
properties.  However, until now, most reports have been limited to crystallographic 
studies, lacking the information about the physical properties of these compounds. To 
date, there are only two papers reporting the basic magnetic properties of 
R117Co52+xSn112±y (R= Pr, Sm, Tb and Dy)
27,28
 and one paper discussing the magnetic, 
transport properties, and heat capacity of Gd117Co56Sn112.
29
 Therefore, the motivation of 
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the study on the compounds Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2, Pr117Co56.7Ge112, Tb117Fe52Ge112 is to 
examine the magnetic ground state of the compounds in detail by using static and 
dynamic magnetic measurements along with specific heat in order to uncover the nature 
of magnetic interactions in this tremendously large unit cell. 
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1.1      Literature Review 
 
1.1.1      RFe4Ge2 system 
     As mentioned at the beginning of the introduction, most of the GMCE 
materials often exhibit coupled magnetostructural transformations. Therefore, it is 
interesting to investigate other compounds that may exhibit magnetostructural 
transformations.  Ternary intermetallics RFe4Ge2 (R=Y, Dy, Er, Ho, Tm, Lu) are 
attractive due to their peculiar magnetic properties, and, particularly, because of 
reportedly strong magnetoelastic transitions.
21,23,26,30,31
  Their peculiarity originates from 
two factors: one is the presence of both R and Fe magnetic atoms with different 
anisotropies leading to three competing (R-R, Fe-Fe and R-Fe) ordering mechanisms, and 
the other is the geometrical frustration associated with the Fe atomic arrangement.
26
 It 
was found that the compounds RFe4Ge2,
30
 where R= Y, Dy, Ho, Er and Lu, crystallize 
with the tetragonal ZrFe4Ge2-type structure (space group P42/mnm) at room temperature. 
The crystal structure of the DyFe4Ge2 compound is illustrated in Fig. 1.1 with its unit cell 
shown using solid lines. It consists of infinite double columns of trigonal prisms and it 
may be also viewed as a body-centered array of Dy atoms, each atom being surrounded 
by six Ge atoms arranged into a distorted octahedron. The Fe atoms are located around 
the 42 axes of the crystal lattice of the unit cell. Each Ge atom is surrounded by a trigonal 
prism of two R and four Fe atoms augmented by three additional ones (two Fe atoms and 
one R atom) opposite the rectangular faces of the prism. It was also reported that at low 
temperature, below 55 K, the DyFe4Ge2 compound adopts the orthorhombic (space group 
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Cmmm) structure.
23,25 
The unit cell of the orthorhombic structure is shown in Fig.1.1 with 
the dashed line. The unit cell volume of the low temperature orthorhombic phase is twice 
that of the high temperature tetragonal phase. 
 
 
Fig.1.1 (a) Crystal structure of the tetragonal DyFe4Ge2 at room temperature. The dashed 
line is the unit cell of the orthorhombic low temperature structure.  (b) Projection onto the 
(001) plane of the tetragonal DyFe4Ge2. 
 
     The RFe4Ge2 compounds have been originally reported to order 
ferromagnetically with TC varying from 643 K for R = Lu to 963 K for R = Y.
20,32
 
However, based on the low temperature neutron diffraction investigations and x-ray 
diffraction studies of the compounds DyFe4Ge2, ErFe4Ge2 and HoFe4Ge2, 
21,24,25,26,30,33
  
the ferromagnetic order at such high temperatures was not confirmed.  Moreover, the 
57
Fe 
Mössbauer spectroscopy and magnetization measurements in high magnetic fields
32,34,35  
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did not reveal any ferromagnetic ordering at room temperature in these RFe4Ge2 
intermetallics.  
     The neutron diffraction measurements show that the simultaneous structural 
and magnetic transition of DyFe4Ge2 occurs at 55 K and the subsequent magnetic 
transitions in the magnetically ordered state are at Tf1=45 K and Tf2=28 K.
23,25
 Based on 
the results of the neutron diffraction study,
24,26
 HoFe4Ge2 also exhibits three magnetic 
transitions, two of them being coupled magneto-elastic transitions at Tc, TN = 52 K ( from 
tetragonal P42/mnm paramagnetic to orthorombic Cmmm antiferromagnetic ) and Tc’,Tic1 
= 15 K ( from orthorombic Cmmm back to tetragonal P42/mnm ), the third being purely 
magnetic structure change at Tc2 = 40 K. The re-entrant magneto-elastic transition of 
HoFe4Ge2 in low temperature is unique among other RFe4Ge2 compounds. This 
interesting behavior of the HoFe4Ge2 warrants further investigation of its low temperature 
magnetic state to uncover the nature of complex behavior. It would also be interesting to 
study its magnetocaloric and magnetoresistance behaviors. 
 
1.1.2       R117M52+xX112+y ternary intermetallic systems with giant unit cell 
 
     An interesting family of complex metallic alloys exists near R2MX2 
stoichiometry, namely R117M52+xX112+y where R= rare earth metal, M = Fe, Co and Cr, 
and X = Ge, Sn. They can crystallize in either the cubic Tb117Fe52Ge112 –type
36
 or 
Dy117Co57Sn112 –type
37
 crystal structures, both of which are characterized with a giant 
unit cell (V > 20,000 Å
3
) containing more than a thousand of atoms. Both crystal 
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structures are closely related, and they contain large atomic clusters arranged in a 
Heusler-like Cu2MnAl- type superstructure.
 38,27
 Tb117Fe52Ge112 was the first compound 
of this family to be reported in 1987.
 36
 Since then, a series of compounds of the 
Tb117Fe52Ge112-type structure were prepared and characterized. The reported germanides 
include R117Fe52Ge112  (R= Y, Pr, Sm, Gd, Dy, Ho, Er ,Tm and Lu), R117Cr52Ge112  (R= 
Nd and Sm) and R117Co52Ge112  (R= Pr and Sm ).
39,40,41
  Recently, another series of the 
isostructural compounds with Sn instead of Ge has been found, namely the 
R117Co52+xSn112±y compounds with R= Pr, Sm, Gd, Tb and Dy.
  27,28,29
 The 
crystallographic parameters of R117Co52+xSn112+y  (R = Pr, Gd, Sm, Tb, Dy)
 27,28,42
 have 
been recently determined and x-ray single crystal investigation of stannides shows that a 
number of atomic sites can be randomly and, often, partially occupied by Co or Sn, 
leading to an extensive crystallographic disorder. Contrary to the germanides, the 
stannides contain an additional 4b position at (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) which may be partially or 
fully filled by Co.  
      Most of available reports on R117M52+xX112+y phases focus on the investigation 
of their crystal structure, but some physical properties of these compounds have also been 
investigated. Kovinr and Shatruk
 
reported that Sm117Co55.6Sn116 orders ferromagnetically 
at 86 K while Tb117Co59Sn111 and Dy117Co58Sn111 undergo consecutive paramagnetic-
ferromagnetic and spin-reorientation transitions at 38 and 20 K (for Tb) and at 30 and 11 
K (for Dy). Basic measurements of magnetic and electronic transport properties as well 
as heat capacity and thermal conductivity show that Gd117Co56Sn112 is a potential phonon 
glass/electron crystal system with a narrow energy gap.
29
 Ce117Co54.5Sn115.2 shows a 
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single antiferromagnetic (AFM) transition at TN = 9 K, while Gd117Co56.4Sn114.3 orders 
magnetically at ~ 70 K followed by three additional magnetic transitions at ~ 8 K, ~ 20 K 
and ~ 50 K.
42  
 
     Complex magnetic behaviors of these intermetallic compounds originate from 
the presence of multiple symmetrically independent positions occupied by R atoms and a 
variety of possible R-R, R-M, and M-M magnetic interactions. Moreover, the complexity 
of the crystal structure may result in the emergence of spin glass (SG) behavior because 
experimentally observed short-range structural disorder can affect the electronic 
environment around the R atoms within one unit cell and create frustrated R-R exchange 
interactions.  
 
1.2      Experimental Details 
 
     The alloys with the DyFe4Ge2, HoFe4Ge2, Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2, Pr117Co56.7Ge112, 
and Tb117Fe52Ge112 stoichiometry were prepared by arc melting of pure elements on a 
water-cooled copper hearth under an argon atmosphere. The rare earths (Dy, Ho, and Pr) 
and Fe were obtained from the Materials Preparation Center of the Ames Laboratory.
43
 
The Dy, Ho, and Pr were approximately 99.8+ at.% (99.988 wt.%) pure with respect to 
all other elements in the periodic table. The elemental Co (99.95 wt. % purity) and Ge 
(99.999 wt.%) for sample preparation were purchased from Alfa Aeser Inc.  Fe was 99.9+ 
wt.% pure. The Sn with > 99.999 wt. % purity was purchased from Baker Analyzed 
Reagent. The alloys were flipped and remelted several times to ensure compositional 
homogeneity. The Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 and Tb117Fe52Ge112 samples were wrapped in Ta foil 
10 
 
 
 
and placed in a helium-filled quartz tube for annealing at 1050 °C for 60 and 102 days, 
respectively. 
     The room temperature crystal structure of the samples and phase purities were 
investigated and checked by X-ray diffraction (XRD) on a PANAnalytical X’Pert powder 
diffractometer employing monochromatic Cu Ka1 radiation. The low temperature (5-300 
K) dependent x-ray powder-diffraction data were collected on a Rigaku TTRAX powder 
diffractometer
44
 using Mo Ka radiation in the 2θ range of 9° -52°. The crystal structure, 
lattice parameters, phase concentrations were determined by performing Rietveld 
refinement using LHPM-RIETICA.
45
  
     Single crystals of Pr117Co56.7Ge112 and Tb117Fe52Ge112 measuring around 
606080 µm were mounted on a Bruker APEX CCD single crystal diffractometer 
equipped with graphite-monochromatized Mo K radiation. Room temperature intensity 
data were collected by the -scan method over 2 = ~ 7–57o with exposures of 15 s per 
frame. The reflections in the dataset were consistent with the face-centered cubic 
symmetry. Data integration, Lorentz polarization, and other corrections were 
accomplished by the SAINT
46
 subprogram included in the SMART software package. An 
empirical absorption correction was performed with the aid of subprogram SADABS
47
. 
The starting atomic parameters derived via direct methods and the program SIR 97
48
 
were subsequently refined using the program SHELX-97
49
 (full-matrix least-squares on 
F
2
) with anisotropic atomic displacement parameters included for all atoms. 
      The dc and ac magnetization as a function of temperature was measured by 
using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer MPMS 
11 
 
 
 
XL-7 from Quantum Design Inc. The magnetization isotherms were measured in 
magnetic fields up to 140 kOe in the quantum Design Physical Property Measurement 
System (PPMS) by using the vibrating sample magnetometer(VSM) option. The errors in 
the temperature, magnetic field, and magnetic moment were 0.5%, 1 Oe, and 1%, 
respectively. The SQUID and PPMS are periodically calibrated to ensure that the 
magnetometers stay within these error limits. The temperature dependence of the 
magnetization was measured in the range from 2 K to 300 K in magnetic fields from 10 
Oe to 70 kOe. The temperature dependent magnetization data in various applied magnetic 
fields were collected under zero-field-cooled-warming (ZFC), field-cooled-cooling 
(FCC), and field-cooled-warming (FCW) protocols. The ac magnetic susceptibility was 
measured using the SQUID magnetometer with ac drive magnetic field of 5 Oe and 
frequency from 0.1 to 1000 Hz.  
     The samples for electrical resistivity measurements were cut from the 
polycrystalline buttons. The electrical resistances were measured using a standard four-
probe method. Four thin platinum wires were attached to the samples with H20E Epotek 
silver epoxy manufactured by Epoxy Technology. The temperature (T) and magnetic 
field (H) dependencies of the dc electrical resistance (ρ) were measured with a constant 
ac excitation electrical current of 25 mA and frequency 35 Hz in the temperature range 
between 2 and 300 K and in magnetic fields between 0 and 50 kOe. These experiments 
were performed using Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) from Quantum 
Design Inc.  The temperature dependencies of the electrical resistance, ρ(T) were  
measured in the zero-field-cooled (ZFC) heating and field-cooled  cooling (FCC) and 
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field-cooled warming (FCW) modes. Isothermal ρ(H) measurements were recorded after 
thermal demagnetization by heating to 150 K and then cooling down to the measurement 
temperature in a zero magnetic field to exclude the magnetic field history effects.  The 
magnetoresistance ratios were calculated as MR(%) = (ρH- ρ0)/ ρ0  100, where ρH and ρ0 
are the electrical resistivities measured in a magnetic field H and in a zero magnetic field, 
respectively. 
 
Heat capacity was measured using a homemade adiabatic heat-pulse calorimeter
50
 
and PPMS. Measurements using the homemade calorimeter were performed in the 
temperature range from about 2 to 350 K in zero magnetic fields and in applied magnetic 
fields up to 50 kOe. The errors in the heat capacity measurements were less than 0.7%. 
Measurements using PPMS were collected on heating from 2 to 100 K in a zero magnetic 
field. 
 
1.3      Dissertation Organization 
 
 
   This dissertation is written in an alternative format and is composed of original 
published papers or manuscripts already drafted and submitted; each chapter is preceded 
with a general introduction and ends with its own conclusions section. References cited 
within each chapter have been placed immediately after the chapter. 
      The first paper, presented in Chapter 2, “Unusual magnetic and structural 
transformations of DyFe4Ge2” was published in Physical Review B in 2013. The authors 
13 
 
 
 
were Jing Liu (graduate student and primary researcher at the Materials Science and 
Engineering Department of Iowa State University and the Ames Laboratory of the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE)), D. Paudyal (assistant scientist at the Ames Laboratory of 
the U.S. DOE), Y. Mudryk (assistant scientist at the Ames Laboratory of the U.S. DOE), 
J. D. Zou (postdoctoral fellow at the Ames Laboratory of the U.S. DOE), K. A. 
Gschneidner, Jr. (graduate advisor at the Materials Science and Engineering Department 
of Iowa State University and senior metallurgist at the Ames Laboratory of the U.S. 
DOE), and V. K. Pecharsky (graduate advisor at the Materials Science and Engineering 
Department of Iowa State University and senior scientist at the Ames Laboratory of the 
U.S. DOE). This paper presents the results of detailed investigation of usual magnetic and 
structural transformation in DyFe4Ge2. 
     The second manuscript, presented in Chapter 3, “Multiple phase transitions 
and magnetoresistance of HoFe4Ge2” has been submitted for publication and is currently 
under consideration by Journal of Alloys and Compounds. The authors are Jing Liu, K. 
A. Gschneidner, Jr., and V. K. Pecharsky. This manuscript presents the results of a 
systematic study of compound HoFe4Ge2 and reports the structural, magnetic, heat 
capacity, electrical resistivity and magnetoresistance properties. 
     The third paper, presented in Chapter 4, “Antiferromagnetic cluster spin-glass 
behavior in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 – a compound with a giant unit cell” was published in 
Journal of Alloys and Compounds in 2014. The authors are Jing Liu, Y. Mudryk, J. D. 
Zou, V. K. Pecharsky, and K. A. Gschneidner, Jr.. This paper presents the results of the 
study of magnetic ground state of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 compound. 
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     The fourth paper, presented in Chapter 5, “The crystal structure and magnetic 
properties of Pr117Co56.7Ge112” was published in the Journal of Applied Physics in 2013. 
The authors are Jing Liu, V. Smetana (postdoctoral fellow at the Ames Laboratory of the 
U.S. DOE), K. A. Gschneidner, Jr., G. J. Miller (Professor at the Chemistry Department 
of Iowa State University and senior scientist at the Ames Laboratory of the U.S. DOE) 
and V. K. Pecharsky. This paper presents the results of the investigation of crystal 
structure and magnetic properties of Pr117Co56.7Ge112. 
     The fifth paper, presented in Chapter 6, “Spin-glass behavior in a giant unit 
cell compound Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1)” was published in Journal of Physics: Condensed 
Matter in 2014. The authors are Jing Liu, W. Xie (graduate student at the Chemistry 
Department of Iowa State University and the Ames Laboratory of the U.S. Department of 
Energy (DOE)), K. A. Gschneidner, Jr., G. J. Miller, and V. K. Pecharsky. This paper 
presents the results of the study of the magnetic behavior of Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) in terms of 
dc and ac magnetic susceptibility measurements. 
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CHAPTER 2.UNUSUAL MAGNETIC AND STRUCTURAL 
TRANSFORMATIONS OF DyFe4Ge2 
 
A paper published in Physical Review B
1 
J. Liu,
2,3
 D. Paudyal,
2
 Y. Mudryk,
2
 J.D. Zou,
2
  K.A. Gschneidner, Jr.,
2,3
 and V. K. 
Pecharsky
2,3
 
 
2.1      Abstract   
 
        Magnetization of DyFe4Ge2 measured as function of temperature in 1kOe 
magnetic field indicates antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering at TN=62 K followed by two 
spin reorientation transitions at Tf1=52 K and Tf2=32 K and one unusual anomaly at 15 K 
(Tf3).  Three transitions (Tf1, Tf2, and TN) are further confirmed by heat-capacity 
measurement in a zero magnetic field. The two low temperature magnetic transitions are 
broadened and gradually vanish when the applied magnetic field exceeds 30 kOe, and the 
AFM transition shifts toward low temperature with increasing magnetic field. Reentrant 
magnetic glassy state is observed below freezing point Tf3 = 15 K. Two field-induced 
metamagnetic phase transitions are observed between 2 and 50 K in fields below 140 
kOe.  The temperature-magnetic field phase diagram has been constructed. The first 
principles electronic structure calculations show that the paramagnetic tetragonal 
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structure of DyFe4Ge2 is stable at high temperature. The calculations with collinear Dy 
spins confirm ferrimagnetic orthorhombic DyFe4Ge2 as the ground state structure. 
 
2.2      Introduction 
 
Rare earth-based intermetallic compounds continue to draw considerable attention 
due to their importance in understanding of fundamental structure-property relationships, 
and potential for practical applications based on a variety of phenomena, including strong 
magnetocaloric, magnetoelastic, magnetoresistance and other effects.
1,2,3
 Among 
numerous extended families of intermetallics, the so-called R5T4 compounds formed by 
the rare earth  and nonmagnetic group 14 elements  (that may be partially substituted by 
group 13 or 15 elements) have attracted considerable attention after  the discovery of the 
giant magnetocaloric effect (GMCE) in the Gd5SixGe4-x system.
4,5,6,7,8
  At present it is 
well known that the giant magnetocaloric effect is always associated with either a 
coupled magnetostructural transformation,
 9,10,11,12,13
 or itinerant electron metamagnetism 
(IEM)
14
. Since there are only a few IEM compounds which exhibit a GMCE we believe it 
is more fruitful to investigate other compounds that may exhibit magnetostructural 
transformations. 
Ternary intermetallics RFe4Ge2 (R=Y, Dy, Er, Ho, Tm, Lu) are attractive due to 
their peculiar magnetic properties, and, particularly, because of reportedly strong 
magnetoelastic transitions.
15,16,17,18,19
  Their peculiarity originates from two factors: one is 
the presence of both R and Fe magnetic atoms with different anisotropies leading to three 
22 
 
 
 
competing (R-R, Fe-Fe and R-Fe) ordering mechanisms, and the other is the geometrical 
frustration associated with the Fe atomic arrangement.
18 
It was found that the compounds 
RFe4Ge2,
17
 where R= Y, Dy, Ho, Er and Lu, crystallize with the tetragonal ZrFe4Si2-type 
structure (space group P42/mnm) at room temperature. The crystal structure of the 
DyFe4Ge2 compound is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 with its unit cell shown using solid lines. It 
consists of infinite double columns of trigonal prisms and it may be also viewed as a 
body-centered array of Dy atoms, each atom being surrounded by six Ge atoms arranged 
into a distorted octahedron. The Fe atoms are located around the 42 axes of the crystal 
lattice of the unit cell. Each Ge atom is surrounded by a trigonal prism of two R and four 
Fe atoms augmented by three additional ones (two Fe atoms and one R atom) opposite 
the rectangular faces of the prism. It was also reported that at low temperature, below 55 
K, the DyFe4Ge2 compound adopts the orthorhombic (space group Cmmm) structure.
18,20 
The unit cell of the orthorhombic structure is shown in Fig. 2.1 with the dashed line. The 
unit cell volume of the low temperature orthorhombic phase is twice that of the high 
temperature tetragonal phase. 
The RFe4Ge2 compounds have been originally reported to order ferromagnetically 
with TC varying from 643 K for R = Lu to 963 K for R = Y.
21,22
 However, based on the 
low temperature neutron diffraction investigations and x-ray diffraction studies of the 
compounds DyFe4Ge2, ErFe4Ge2 and HoFe4Ge2, 
15,17,18,20,23,24
  the ferromagnetic nature at 
such high temperatures was not confirmed.  Moreover, the 
57
Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy 
and magnetization measurements in high magnetic fields
32,25,26
 
 
did not reveal any 
ferromagnetic ordering at room temperature in these RFe4Ge2 intermetallics. The neutron 
23 
 
 
 
diffraction measurements show that the simultaneous structural and magnetic transition 
of DyFe4Ge2 occurs at 55 K and the subsequent magnetic transitions in the magnetically 
ordered state are at Tf1=45 K and Tf2=28 K.
18,20
  
 
 
Fig. 2.1 (a) Crystal structure of the tetragonal DyFe4Ge2 at room temperature (unit cell is 
shown using solid lines). The dashed line is the unit cell of the orthorhombic low 
temperature structure of DyFe4Ge2.  (b) Projection onto the (001) plane of the tetragonal 
DyFe4Ge2. 
 
Although the magnetic structure of DyFe4Ge2 has been reported,
 18,20
 the detailed 
magnetic behaviors as function of temperature and applied field are lacking. Therefore, 
we have performed a systematic investigation of the magnetic and thermal properties of 
DyFe4Ge2 in order to reveal the underlying mechanism of these magnetic phase 
transitions. We explore the influence of the temperature and applied field on their phase 
transitions by using DC and AC magnetic measurements, the thermal properties by heat 
24 
 
 
 
capacity measurement and the structural transition by temperature dependent x-ray 
diffraction.  Finally, the H-T magnetic phase diagram of DyFe4Ge2 is constructed taking 
into account both the temperature and magnetic field induced magnetic transitions. 
Electronic structure calculations have also been performed to confirm the stable magnetic 
states in both the low and high temperature crystal structures of DyFe4Ge2. 
 
2.3      Experimental Details  
 
The alloy with the DyFe4Ge2 composition was prepared by arc melting the pure 
elements (purity: Dy: 99.98 wt. % with respect to all other elements in the periodic 
system, Fe: 99.9838 wt. % and Ge 99.999+ wt. %) on a water-cooled copper hearth under 
an argon atmosphere. The alloys were flipped and re-melted four times to ensure 
compositional homogeneity. The room temperature crystal structure of the sample was 
investigated by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) using Cu K1 radiation, and the 
diffraction pattern confirms that the specimen crystallizes in the ZrFe4Si2–type structure.  
The ac magnetic susceptibility and dc magnetization as functions of temperature 
were measured by using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) 
magnetometer MPMS XL-7 and a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) of the Physical 
Property Measurement System (PPMS) from Quantum Design Inc. The temperature 
dependence of the magnetization was measured in the range from 2 K to 300 K in 
magnetic fields from 1 to 70 kOe by using the SQUID. The temperature dependent 
magnetization data were collected in various applied magnetic fields under zero-field-
25 
 
 
 
cooled-warming (ZFC), field-cooled-cooling (FCC), and field-cooled-warming (FCW) 
protocols. The magnetization isotherms, between 2 and 80 K, were measured in magnetic 
fields up to 140 kOe in the PPMS. Each isothermal plot was obtained by measuring the 
DyFe4Ge2 sample in the virgin state after zero-field cooling from the paramagnetic state. 
The ac magnetic susceptibility was measured using the SQUID magnetometer with an ac 
drive magnetic field of 5 Oe and frequencies of 1, 10, 100 and 1000 Hz. The heat 
capacity was measured using a homemade adiabatic heat-pulse calorimeter.
27
 
Measurements were performed in the temperature range from about 2 to 350 K in applied 
magnetic fields from 0 up to 50 kOe.   Temperature dependent x-ray powder-diffraction 
data were collected on a Rigaku TTRAX powder diffractometer using Mo Ka radiation in 
the 2θ range of 7° to 55° from 5 to 300 K.   
 
2.4      Results and Discussion  
 
 
2.4.1      Room temperature x-ray diffraction and energy dispersive x-ray 
spectroscopy  
The crystal structure of the investigated alloy was determined by the XRD and 
both the lattice parameters and atomic positions were refined by using the Reitveld 
refinement program LHPM-RIETICA.
28
 The refined room-temperature XRD pattern of 
DyFe4Ge2 is shown in Fig. 2.2. The alloy contains small amounts of minor impurity 
phases DyFe2Ge2 (~4 wt. %) and Fe (~2 wt. %). Our data confirm that DyFe4Ge2 
crystallizes in the ZrFe4Ge2–type structure with the following lattice parameters: 
26 
 
 
 
a=7.3027(9) Å and c=3.8660(5) Å. The Dy atoms occupy 2b sites (0, 0, 0.5), Fe atoms 
occupy 8i sites (x,y,0) with x=0.1483(10) and y=0.4099(9), and Ge atoms occupy 4g sites 
(x,-x,0) with x=0.2837(8). Qualitative composition analyses of the polished samples were 
performed by energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy using a JEOL 5910LV scanning 
electron microscope (SEM). The back-scattered electron (BSE) image of DyFe4Ge2 is 
shown in the inset of Fig. 2.2. The gray matrix has composition Dy:Fe:Ge=1:4:2; the dark 
needle-shaped eutectic phase is Fe1-xGex, and the white phase is DyFe2Ge2.  
 
 
Fig. 2.2 The Rietveld refined room-temperature x-ray diffraction pattern of DyFe4Ge2. In 
this figure, the open circles represent experimental data points whereas the lines represent 
the calculated pattern. The difference Iobs-Icalc is shown at the bottom of the plot. Vertical 
bars under the patterns indicate the calculated positions of Bragg peaks of the main phase 
27 
 
 
 
DyFe4Ge2 and minor phases Fe and DyFe2Ge2. The inset is BSE images of DyFe4Ge2 
specimen after polishing. 
 
2.4.2      Magnetic properties 
Figure 2.3 shows the temperature dependencies of magnetization of DyFe4Ge2 
measured in an applied field of 1 kOe under ZFC, FCC, and FCW conditions. Multiple 
magnetic transitions are clearly observed. An antiferromagnetic-like transition occurs at 
TN =62 K. Additional magnetic transitions are observed at 52 K (Tf1) and 32 K (Tf2). 
There is also another anomaly that occurs at about 15 K, which can only be observed in 
the low-field ZFC data; this anomaly, marked as Tf3, was not reported in the past. We 
note that DyFe2Ge2 orders antiferromagneticlly with Neel temperature of 3.35 K,
29
 and, 
therefore, is not expected to play any role in the magnetic anomalies observed at 15 K 
and above.  Further, our magnetization data of Fig. 2.3 do not show any anomalies in the 
vicinity of this transition point, thereby indicating that the impurity has no measureable 
effect on the magnetic behavior of the main phase even near the magnetic ordering 
temperature of the impurity. 
Multiple magnetic transitions are not unique, and are often observed in rare earth 
intermetallics because they can arise from the competition and interplay of the 
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) indirect exchange interactions, quadrupolar, 
magnetostrictive, and magnetoelastic interactions. In DyFe4Ge2 multiple spin-
reorientations are indeed expected because the two magnetic elements with three 
competing (R-R, Fe-Fe and R-Fe) interactions are present. 
28 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.3 Temperature dependencies of the magnetization of DyFe4Ge2 measured in 1 kOe 
applied magnetic field upon ZFC heating, FC cooling and FC warming. The inset is the 
temperature dependence of the first derivative of the magnetization with respect to 
temperature (dM/dT) upon ZFC, FCC and FCW conditions.  
 
 
Besides multiple magnetic transitions discussed above, obvious thermomagnetic 
irreversibility between the ZFC, FCC and FCW M(T) curves is present, as is also seen in 
Fig. 2.3. From the derivative of the M (T) data shown in the inset of Fig. 2.3, the Tf2 on 
heating and cooling (defined as temperature at which dM/dT changes sign) are 32 and 30 
K, respectively. The irreversibility between the ZFC and FCC is commonly observed in 
magnetic compounds with narrow domain wall pinning effects, e.g. ferromagnets with 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy, spin glasses, systems with competing ferromagnetic and 
antiferromagnetic interactions.
30,31,32,33,34 
Intrinsic geometrical frustrations of a complex 
spin system may also contribute to the irreversibility between ZFC and FCC curves.  
29 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.4 Path dependence of the magnetization (M) of zero-field cooled DyFe4Ge2.  
 
In addition to the irreversibility between the ZFC and FCC data, FCC and FCW 
data also exhibit a small but measurable irreversibility, as shown in Fig. 2.3.  The 
irreversibility between the FCC and FCW curves strongly suggests a first-order nature of 
phase transition at Tf2. The first-order nature of this transition was also identified from 
thermal hysteresis observed in the behavior of lattice parameters measured by XRD and 
neutron diffraction measurements.
18, 20
 It is also interesting to note that MFCW is lower 
than MFCC between 12 and 32 K. The occurrence of inverse hysteresis (MFCW MFCC) 
requires additional low-field magnetization measurements to find out whether the 
magnetization below 32 K belongs to an equilibrium state or not.  Therefore, several 
thermal cycling magnetization experiments were undertaken, as shown in Fig. 2.4. The 
sample was initially cooled to 2 K without field, and then heated from 2 to 15 K in 100 
30 
 
 
 
Oe magnetic field. Subsequently, the sample was cooled from 15 K back to 2 K, and then 
from 2  to 25 K, from 25 to 2 K, from 2 to 40 K, from 40 to 2 K, finally from 2 to 55 K.  
The results clearly show that magnetization at 2 K increases after the first (2-15-2 K) 
temperature cycle; it keeps increasing in the subsequent cycles. As is known, geometrical 
frustration affects the stability of antiferromagnetic structures.
35,36 
In addition, the low 
temperature XRD analysis showed that compact Fe tetrahedral configuration with 
antiferromagnetic Fe-Fe interactions is prone to the geometrical frustration.
35,36
 
Therefore, the data of Fig. 2.4 show that the magnetization depends upon the thermal 
history of the ordered state, establish the metastable nature of the low-T 
antiferromagnetic state, and suggest probable intrinsic geometrical frustration below 32 
K. 
Figure 2.5 shows the ZFC, FCC and FCW M (T) plots for DyFe4Ge2 measured in 
applied fields of 10, 15, 20 and 25 kOe and ZFC and FCC curves in 30 and 50 kOe. We 
note that a broad peak observed at Tf3=15 K in Fig. 2.3 disappears in fields 10 kOe and 
higher, but a minimum in the magnetization related to the Tf3 transition is still observed at 
this temperature at fields lower than 20 kOe. The M (T) curves measured in magnetic 
fields from 10 to 50 kOe (Figure 2.5) clearly show that below 30 kOe, the low 
temperature transitions are complex. The temperature of the transition at Tf2 decreases 
from 32 K in 1 kOe applied field to 30 K in 15 kOe, to 28 K in 20 kOe, and to18 K in 25 
kOe. The same trend is observed for the Tf1 transition: it is decreased from 52 K to 50 K 
at 10 kOe and 20 kOe. At 25 kOe, it moves to 46 K, and then disappears when the field 
exceeds 30 kOe. It is also interesting to note that between 1 kOe and 20 kOe, as the 
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applied field increases, the anomaly at Tf2 (32 K) becomes weaker while the anomaly 
related toTf1 becomes stronger. At 1 kOe, the transition at Tf1 is only manifested as a 
shoulder (Fig. 2.3), however, at 20 kOe, it becomes a relatively sharp peak. 
 
 
Fig. 2.5 Temperature dependencies of the magnetization of DyFe4Ge2 measured in 10, 
15, 20 and 25 kOe applied magnetic field upon ZFC heating, FC cooling and FC 
warming conditions and  30 and 50 kOe applied magnetic field upon ZFC heating and FC 
cooling conditions.  Inset of panel (f) shows the temperature dependence of the first 
derivative of the magnetization with respect to temperature (dM/dT) upon ZFC conditions 
in 10, 30 and 50 kOe.  
As shown in the inset of panel (f) in Fig. 2.5, TN shifts to lower temperature as the 
applied field increases: from 62 K at 1 kOe to 56 K at 50 kOe, which again indicates that 
the AFM interactions are dominant in the low temperature range.
37
 . In addition, the ZFC 
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magnetization is always smaller than the FC one at low temperatures. We also note that 
the bifurcation between ZFC and FCC curves exists even at 50 kOe, shifting to lower 
temperature as the applied field increases. This also suggests that the magnetically 
ordered state is a complex magnetic structure with predominant antiferromagnetic 
interactions. 
 
 
Fig. 2.6 Temperature dependencies of the real component of ac susceptibility (χ’) of 
DyFe4Ge2 collected in an ac field 5 Oe , zero dc field and frequencies from 1 to 1000 Hz. 
Inset (a) is the expanded view of the details of the region around the Tf2 transition.  Inset 
(b) is the ac susceptibility curve measured in the presence of 1 kOe bias dc magnetic 
field. 
 
These results agree with neutron diffraction data on DyFe4Ge2.  Three different 
magnetic structures of DyFe4Ge2 have been proposed below TN.
 18,20
 At temperature 
below Tf2, the Fe and Dy sublattices are three dimensional (3D) canted antiferromagnets. 
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Between Tf1 and TN, the Dy moments are collinearly aligned and Fe moments are planar 
arranged in the (001) plane.  In the temperature range between Tf1 and Tf2, the magnetic 
structure is incommensurate. 
The ac magnetic susceptibility has been measured as a function of temperature in 
a zero dc magnetic field, and its real component is shown in Fig. 2.6. The real component 
of the ac susceptibility, χ’, shows a sharp peak at about 32 K (Tf2), a step-like anomaly at 
51 K close to Tf1 (inset a), and a slope change around 62 K (TN), which are consistent 
with temperatures determined from the dc magnetization data. The magnetic anomaly at 
15 K under the 1 kOe applied field M (T) curve is not observed in the χ’(T) data. In 
addition, weak but measurable frequency dependence is observed in the χ’ data below Tf2. 
The susceptibility above TN does not decrease with temperature as expected for a 
paramagnet due to a small amount of ferromagnetic impurity phase Fe1-xGex; here, the 5 
Oe driving field is not strong enough to saturate the impurity. When biased by 1 kOe dc 
magnetic field the ac magnetic susceptibility shows paramagnetic behavior above TN, as 
displayed in the inset (b) of Fig. 2.6.  
Figure 2.7 shows the magnetization isotherms of DyFe4Ge2 measured at 2, 5, 10 
and 20 K. A weak ferromagnetic signature seen in all M(H) data reflects the presence of a 
minor ferromagnetic impurity Fe1-xGex. The magnetization at 2 K increases slowly below 
20 kOe suggesting antiferromagnetic ground state. With a further increase of the field, 
when the first critical field (Hc1) is reached, the magnetization exhibits a metamagnetic 
transition. Following the first, relatively sharp step-like transition, there is a second and 
broader field-induced metamagnetic transition (Hc2) above 60 kOe. It is worth to note that 
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both transitions show hysteresis confirming their first-order nature. In addition, during 
the second increase of the magnetic field, the magnetization curve does not follow the 
virgin magnetization path at 2 K. It reaches the first step and first saturation faster than 
the virgin magnetization curve, but the demagnetization path is the same in these two 
processes. At 20 K, the second magnetization curve (including the demagnetization 
curve), as shown in Fig. 2.7, becomes identical to the virgin field-increasing 
measurement. 
 
 
Fig. 2.7 Magnetization isotherms of DyFe4Ge2 measured in applied magnetic field from 0 
to 140 kOe at 2, 10, 15 and 20 K.  A weak ferromagnetic significance seen below 10 kOe 
is due to the presence of about 2 wt% of Fe1-xGex.  
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Thus, the field induced metamagnetic transition in DyFe4Ge2 is fully reversible 
above 20 K. Similar change of the envelope M-H curves at different temperatures was 
observed in Gd5Ge4 and a freezing/unfreezing transition into a magnetic glass-like state 
was suggested to explain this behavior.
38,39,40,41 
Considering the metastabilities observed 
in the low temperature state of DyFe4Ge2 (Fig. 2.4) and the isothermal magnetization 
results, the Tf3 transition at 15 K may be a “freezing” point. Below this temperature, the 
system is in the frozen state whose boundaries overlap with the Hc1 transition, therefore, 
the metamagnetic transition is only partially reversible. Above this point, the glass state is 
thermally removed and the metamagnetic transition becomes fully reversible. In addition, 
similar field induced magnetic transitions with strong hysteresis were also observed in 
Gd5Ge4 and Dy5Si3Ge due to the first order magnetostructural phase transitions.
38,42
 
Therefore, the possibility of a magnetic field-induced, structural phase transition in 
DyFe4Ge2 cannot be ruled out.  In addition, we notice that the magnetization is not 
saturated (it remains just about 7.2 µB /f.u.) even at 140 kOe indicating possible 
ferrimagnetic state at this field, where Dy and Fe moments remain antiparallel. 
Figure 2.8 shows the field dependence of magnetization of DyFe4Ge2 measured 
from 30 to 80 K. The magnetic field-induced transitions are observed up to 50 K in the 
M(H) data. The observed metamagnetic transitions are relatively smooth. The hysteresis 
at the first metamagnetic transition (Hc1) is gradually reduced as the temperature 
increases, and finally disappears at ~ 40 K. For the second transition (Hc2), the hysteresis 
disappears between 10 K and 20 K (see Fig. 2.7). 
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Fig. 2.8 Magnetization isotherms of DyFe4Ge2 measured with applied magnetic field 
from 0 to 140 kOe from 20 to 80 K. A weak ferromagnetic significance seen below 10 
kOe is due to the presence of about 2 wt% of Fe1-xGex. 
As a further characterization of the magnetic glass-like state in DyFe4Ge2, the 
thermo-remanent magnetization (TRM) as a function of time measured at 5 and 15 K is 
shown in Fig. 2.9. For this measurement, the sample was 1) cooled from 300 K to the 
desired temperature in zero field; 2) magnetic field of 1000 Oe was applied for 1000 s; 
and 3)the field was switched off and remanent magnetization was then recorded as a 
function of time. It is observed that the M(t) decay is remarkably slow and nonzero 
remanence exists after 6 hours. The remanence and the long-time magnetic relaxation 
effects are the characteristic features of magnetic glasses. In addition, the time 
dependence of M(t) fits  to the logarithmic time dependence, M(t)=M0 (T)– S(T) ln(t+t0), 
typically observed in metallic spin glasses was determined. The values for the two 
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temperature dependent fitting parameters are M0(T) = 0.583 and 0.301 emu/g, S(T) = 
1.965 10-3 and 1.255 10-3 emu/g, and t0 = 62 and 84 s, for 5 and 15 K, respectively. 
 
 
Fig. 2.9 Isothermal remanent magnetization as a function of time measured at 5 and 15 K, 
respectively. The solid line represents the logarithmic fit of the decay. 
 
2.4.3      Heat capacity 
The heat capacity of DyFe4Ge2 was measured on heating under different magnetic 
fields (0, 1, 10, 30, 50 kOe), as shown in Fig. 2.10. Multiple magnetic phase transitions in 
the compound are clearly seen. In most cases, the anomalies in the heat capacity data 
coincide with the corresponding transitions seen in the magnetization data. However, no 
signature of a magnetic transition at Tf3=15 K is found in the CP(T) curves.  This too, is in 
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agreement with the previous “freezing” point observations because this transition is 
generally not manifested as a distinct anomaly on CP plot.
43
 
 
 
Fig. 2.10 Temperature dependencies of the heat capacity (CP) of DyFe4Ge2 collected 
under magnetic field from 0 to 50 kOe.  The insets (a) and (b) show the expanded view of 
the details of the regions around the first two transitions.  
 
Further, we note that the applied magnetic field strongly suppresses the anomalies 
both at the Tf1 and Tf2, as shown in the insets of Fig. 2.10. A small kink at Tf2 shifts to 
lower temperature in 10 kOe, and then disappears for H=30 kOe. For the transition at Tf1, 
the peak almost does not change below 10 kOe field, but it also disappears when the field 
is greater than 30 kOe.  The heat capacity peak at TN becomes progressively less sharp, 
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broadened and shifts towards lower temperature, as shown in Fig. 2.10 by the arrow, 
confirming the antiferromagnetic ordering at this transition. 
  
 
Fig. 2.11 The variation of lattice parameters a, b (a), and c (b) and unit-cell volume V (c) 
of DyFe4Ge2 with temperature in range from 5 K to 300 K. 
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Our results show that the antiferromagnetic ordering temperature is 62 K, which 
is higher than the value observed by neutron diffraction (55 K
18,20
). In addition, other two 
transitions Tf1 and Tf2 observed at 45 K and 28 K in both the low temperature XRD and 
neutron diffraction were claimed to be first-order nature. Based on our findings, the phase 
transition at Tf2 =32 K is indeed of first-order nature as the magnetization curves between 
FCC and FCW clearly exhibit thermomagnetic irreversibility. However, the transition at 
Tf1 (52 K, corresponding to the transition at 45 K in neutron diffraction result) cannot be 
classified with certainty as first-order because no thermal hysteresis is observed.  On the 
other hand, both CP(T) anomalies observed at Tf1 and Tf2, and their behavior with 
magnetic field are very similar. The magnetocaloric effect estimated using both the M(H) 
data and the heat capacity data is small (SM ≤ -1.8 J/kg K) for all of the transitions, i.e. 
at Tf1, Tf2, and TN. 
 
2.4.4     XRD measurements 
Temperature-dependent XRD measurements show that the antiferromagnetic 
transition at TN is coupled with a structural transition from P42/mnm to Cmmm, which 
agrees with the result of Schobinger-Papamantellos et al.
 18,20
 Fig. 2.11 presents the 
temperature dependencies of lattice parameters and unit-cell volume of DyFe4Ge2, 
measured during cooling of the sample in zero field. The thermal strain along a and c axis 
varies nearly linearly above 65 K and the coefficients of thermal expansion are    
             , and           
      . Below ~60 K the tetragonal lattice begins 
to distort into the orthorhombic one as seen by the difference between the a and b unit 
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cell dimensions (the identical a and b unit cell dimensions in the tetragonal are shown as 
a   in Fig. 2.10 to allow direct comparison): b decreases and a increases rapidly upon 
lowering the temperature. At the same time no volume discontinuity has been observed 
(or at least the discontinuity is smaller than the sensitivity limit, ~40-80 ppm, of our 
experiment), and therefore the transition at TN  is either second order or very weak first 
order, which is consistent with the absence of hysteresis in magnetization data. We also 
note that the accuracy of our powder diffraction data is insufficient to detect volume 
discontinuity at Tf1, which is the first order phase transition.  
 
2.5      Theoretical Investigations  
 
In order to better understand the magnetism and structure of DyFe4Ge2, we have 
performed first principles electronic structure calculations using the local spin density 
approximation including Hubbard onsite parameter (LSDA+U)
44
 approach within the 
tight binding linear muffin tin orbital (TB-LMTO) band structure method.
45,46
  Since the 
Coulomb repulsion between 4f electrons (U) and exchange interaction between localized 
4f electrons (J) are not known for this system, we have employed U=6.7 eV and J=0.7 eV 
– well known parameters for Gd atoms44 in elemental gadolinium and Gd-based materials 
– also for Dy atoms as model parameters in DyFe4Ge2. This approach has been 
successfully applied for rare earth-based magnetic systems, we refer readers to some of 
our recent publications.
47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56 
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Our low temperature XRD experimental results indicate that DyFe4Ge2 undergoes 
a transformation from the high temperature paramagnetic (PM) tetragonal (P42/mnm) to 
the low temperature antiferromagnetic (AFM) orthorhombic (Cmmm) structure at ~60 K. 
Here we have performed two sets of the electronic structure calculations. The first set of 
calculations is using the tetragonal structure with atomic positions and lattice constants 
determined at 65 K and the second set is using the orthorhombic structure with atomic 
positions and lattice constants determined at 10 K. These structural parameters are quite 
similar to those reported earlier in Ref.18. It should be mentioned here that each 
independent atom [i.e., Dy (2b), Fe (8i), and Ge (4g)] splits into two non-equivalent 
atoms [i.e., Dy1 (2d) and Dy2 (2b), Fe1 (8p) and Fe2 (8q), Ge1 (4g) and Ge2 (4j)] when 
the tetragonal DyFe4Ge2 transforms to the orthorhombic DyFe4Ge2.  
 
 
Fig. 2.12 The paramagnetic and spin polarized conduction electron (spd) density of states 
of DyFe4Ge2 in tetragonal (P42/mnm) structure around the Fermi level.  
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Figure 2.12 shows conduction electron (spd) density of states of DyFe4Ge2 around 
the Fermi level in the tetragonal (P42/mnm) structure. The paramagnetic density of states 
just above the Fermi level splits into spin up at ~0.75 eV and spin down at ~-0.5 eV 
peaks in the spin polarized calculations indicating a large band splitting energy of ~1.25 
eV. Here, the density of states peaks and the large band splitting is mainly contributed by 
Fe when the 3d states of Fe hybridize with 5d states of Dy. Of course, the 5d electrons of 
Dy spin are polarized due to the indirect 4f-4f exchange in DyFe4Ge2. This Fe band 
splitting introduces an imbalance in the spin up and spin down density of states giving 
rise to Fe 3d magnetic moment of -1.35 µB. The Fe 3d moment is negative because the 
heavy lanthanide and transition metal spins align antiparallel to each other giving rise to 
spin up Dy 5d and spin down Fe 3d hybridization. Since the s and p bands are quite broad 
compared to the 3d bands, the s and p band splitting is negligible, contributing nearly 
zero s and p moments. 
 
Fig. 2.13 The 4f density of states of Dy in the tetragonal DyFe4Ge2.  
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Fig. 2.14 The paramagnetic and spin polarized conduction electron (spd) density of states 
around the Fermi level of Fe in the orthorhombic (Cmmm) DyFe4Ge2.  
 
Figure 2.13 shows 4f density of states of Dy in tetragonal DyFe4Ge2. The spin up 
density of states are split into five distinct bands and located around -8 eV and the 
unoccupied spin down density of states are also split and are located around 2 eV. This 
splitting is due to the crystalline electric field effect arising from the anisotropic 4f charge 
densities. The occupied spin down density of states are centered at ~-4.35 eV. The 
difference between the integrated spin up and spin down 4f states up to the Fermi level 
gives rise to the 4f spin  moment of 4.95 µB. It should be mentioned here that the orbital 
moment contributed from the half-filled 4f orbitals is 5 µB. Therefore, the total 4f moment 
of Dy is 9.95 µB in the tetragonal (P42/mnm) DyFe4Ge2. The indirect 4f-4f exchange, 
commonly known as Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interactions, spin 
polarize the conduction (mainly 5d) electrons, resulting in a 5d moment of Dy totaling 
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0.27 µB in tetragonal DyFe4Ge2. Since the s and p states are quite broad, the spin 
polarized s and p moments due the indirect 4f-4f exchange are less than 0.05 µB. 
Our temperature dependent XRD results and the previous neutron diffraction 
experiments show that the low temperature crystal structure of DyFe4Ge2 is 
orthorhombic. It orders antiferromagnetically below 62 K. The two sublattices Dy1 and 
Dy2 align antiparallel. Here we have performed antiferromagnetic calculations with this 
alignment. In Fig. 2.14, we show 3d density of Fe in this structure which is different from 
that of the Fe in the tetragonal structure (compare Figs. 12 and 14). Although the 
paramagnetic peak just above the Fermi level looks similar in both structures, the spin up 
peak appears close to the DOS peak in the paramagnetic state. The spin down peak at ~-
0.5 eV in the tetragonal structure is no longer present in the orthorhombic structure. 
These results indicate that the crystallographic change brings significant change in the 
local density of states of the transition metal component of this rare earth containing 
compound. The change in the crystal and magnetic structure, which brings change in the 
integrated spin up and spin down densities of states gives rise to -1.14 µB 3d moment for 
Fe, which is 16% smaller compared to the Fe moment in the tetragonal DyFe4Ge2. The s 
and p moments remain negligible as in the tetragonal DyFe4Ge2. 
The 4f density of states of Dy in the antiferromagnetic orthorhombic DyFe4Ge2 
(Fig. 2.15) and in ferrimagnetic tetragonal DyFe4Ge2 (Fig. 2.13) is quite similar. The only 
difference is that the unoccupied 4f states split into a greater number of states in the 
antiferromagnetic orthorhombic DyFe4Ge2. Furthermore, the 4f spin moment of Dy in 
orthorhombic DyFe4Ge2 is 4.96 µB, which is identical to the Dy 4f spin moment in the 
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tetragonal DyFe4Ge2. This indicates that the 4f local moments in the two different crystal 
and magnetic structures are identical which is not unusual because in both tetragonal and 
orthorhombic crystal structures the 4f moments are localized well below the Fermi level. 
But the spin polarized 5d moment in the Dy in the antiferromagnetic orthorhombic 
DyFe4Ge2 is 0.17 µB, which is 37 % smaller than the 5d moments of Dy in the 
ferrimagnetic tetragonal DyFe4Ge2. This shows that when DyFe4Ge2 transforms from 
ferrimagnetic tetragonal to the antiferromagnetic orthorhombic structure, the 5d spin 
polarization due to the indirect 4f-4f exchange is significantly reduced because of the 
rearrangement of the spd density of states around the Fermi level, which may be the 
reason for magnetic state and crystal structure change in this compound.    
 
 
Fig. 2.15 The 4f density of states of Dy in the antiferromagnetic orthorhombic DyFe4Ge2.  
 
The paramagnetic total energy is lower by 101.8 meV/cell compared to the 
ferrimagnetic total energy in the tetragonal DyFe4Ge2, which indicates the stability of the 
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paramagnetic tetragonal state in this structure. The tetragonal DyFe4Ge2 is indeed 
paramagnetic experimentally. On the other hand, the ferrimagnetic total energy is lower 
than the antiferromagnetic total energy in the orthorhombic structure of DyFe4Ge2. 
Experimentally, the ferrimagnetic state is the stable state with the application of magnetic 
field but the zero magnetic field state is antiferromagnetic. Since these total energy 
calculations are performed assuming collinear alignment of Dy spins without imposing 
initially the moments on Fe atoms, it is not surprising that the calculated magnetic ground 
state matches the state which is stable with the application of magnetic field. Although 
initially we do not impose any moments on Fe, after self-consistent electronic structure 
calculations the Fe moments become negative (coupling antiparallel to the Dy moments) 
in both ferrimagnetic tetragonal DyFe4Ge2 and orthorhombic ferrimagnetic or 
antiferromagnetic DyFe4Ge2. As pointed out earlier these Fe moments are due to the 
hybridization of Fe 3d with Dy 5d, which are spin polarized by the indirect 4f-4f 
exchange.  
 
2.6      Phase Diagram 
 
Using the results of the ac and dc magnetic measurements, heat capacity of the 
bulk sample, and x-ray powder diffraction studies, the magnetic and structural phase 
diagram was constructed, see Fig. 2.16. The structure of the high temperature 
paramagnetic phase is tetragonal.  In the ordered state, four different (antiferromagnetic) 
regions can be distinguished, as denoted by the frozen (FS), AFM I, AFM II and AFM III 
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states, respectively when the magnetic field is below Hc1. All of these states have the 
orthorhombic crystal structure. The first critical field, Hc1, corresponds to the field-
induced first-order magnetic transition from the frozen, AFM I or AFM II phases to the 
AFM III phase. The crystal structure of AFM III is assumed to be orthorhombic based on 
the low magnetic field behaviors of the AFM III phase, but this needs to be verified. The 
second critical field Hc2 indicates a second metamagnetic phase transition from the AFM 
III phase to the ferrimagnetic (FIM) state. At present, the crystal structure of the 
ferrimagnetic state is unknown.  
 
Fig. 2.16 The temperature-magnetic-field phase diagram of DyFe4Ge2 compound.  
 
2.7      Summary and Conclusions 
 
Detailed experimental investigations of the magnetization and heat capacity of 
DyFe4Ge2 indicate the existence of four magnetic phase transitions: the antiferromangetic 
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ordering at 62 K followed by three transitions at 52 (Tf1), 32 K (Tf2), and 15 K (Tf3). The 
transition at Tf2 is marked by a strong thermal hysteresis in low field M(T) measurements. 
The two low temperature transitions (Tf1, Tf2) are due to spin reorientations of the Dy and 
Fe sublattices, and the high temperature transition is an order-disorder one. The absence 
of the anomaly around freezing point Tf3 in the temperature dependent heat capacity and 
the very slow logarithmic decay of the remanence reveal a reentrant magnetic glassy state 
that exists at temperatures below Tf3. Two field-induced step-like metamagnetic phase 
transitions have been observed in M(H) measurements between 2 and 50 K. They both 
exhibit field hysteresis, indicating their first-order nature; the exact nature of these 
transitions requires further investigation. The first principles electronic structure 
calculations show that the indirect 4f-4f exchange spin polarizes 5d Dy and the 
hybridization between spin up Dy 5d and spin down Fe 3d gives rise to antiparallel Dy 
and Fe moments in both tetragonal and orthorhombic structures of DyFe4Ge2. The 
paramagnetic tetragonal structure of DyFe4Ge2 is the stable structure in the paramagnetic 
state. The calculations with collinear Dy arrangements show ferrimagnetic orthorhombic 
DyFe4Ge2 as the ground state structure, which is experimentally the stable structure in an 
applied magnetic field.   
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CHAPTER 3. MULTIPLE PHASE TRANSITIONS AND 
MAGNETORESISTANCE OF HoFe4Ge2 
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3.1 Abstract   
 
 
A systematic study of the structural, magnetic, heat capacity, electrical resistivity 
and magnetoresistance properties of HoFe4Ge2 has been performed.  The temperature 
dependencies of the magnetization and heat capacity show three magnetic transitions at 
TN = 51 K, Tf1 = 42 K, and Tf2 = 15 K. The high temperature transition is 
antiferromagnetic ordering and the two low temperature phase transitions are due to 
rearrangements of the magnetic structure.  A kinetically arrested phase is observed below 
a freezing point of ~11 K.  Below 35 K, the behavior of the isothermal magnetization 
reflects a first-order metamagnetic phase transition. Multiple phase transitions are also 
manifested in the electrical resistivity behavior. For a field change of 30 kOe, a large 
magnetoresistance of ~ 30% is observed near Tf2 (15K).  
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3.2 Introduction 
 
Rare earth intermetallic compounds are of particular interest and importance in 
both fundamental research and various applications based on physical properties related 
to partially filled 4f shells. For example, heavy fermion behavior
1
, Kondo effect
2
, 
quantum criticality
3
, magnetocaloric effect
4
, magnetoresistance
5
 and magnetostriction
6
 
have been reported to occur in rare earth intermetallics. Therefore, investigations of 
lanthanide containing compounds is an important pathway towards discovery of new and 
interesting physical properties. Nearly 25 years ago, rare-earth ternary intermetallic 
compounds with general composition R:Fe:Ge=1:4:2 (R=Y, Ho, Dy, Er and Lu) have 
been discovered and reported to crystallize with the tetragonal ZrFe4Si2 type structure at 
room temperature.
7
 Low temperature neutron and x-ray diffraction investigations of 
ErFe4Ge2, DyFe4Ge2 and HoFe4Ge2,
8,9,10,11,12,13
 reveal that these compounds order 
magnetically at low temperature and are paramagnetic at room temperature despite a 
relatively large concentration of Fe (57 at.%).  A study employing 
57
Fe Mössbauer 
spectroscopy and magnetic measurements in high magnetic fields
14,15
 also confirmed the 
paramagnetic state at room temperature of these RFe4Ge2 intermetallics.   
Among RFe4Ge2 compounds, DyFe4Ge2
16
 and ErFe4Ge2
17
 have been 
systematically investigated by magnetic measurements; both compounds exhibit 
interesting and complex magnetic behaviors. Both DyFe4Ge2 and ErFe4Ge2 were found to 
show three magnetic phase transitions, with two of them being associated with the 
magnetic structure changes and one being an antiferromagnetic (AFM) – paramagnetic 
(PM) transition. Besides, a reentrant magnetic glassy state was observed in DyFe4Ge2 
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below the freezing point of 15 K, which is related to the geometrical frustration in the Fe 
sublattice, making the low temperature antiferromagentic state metastable.
16
  
For the title compound HoFe4Ge2, x-ray and neutron diffraction experiments had 
been performed and reported in the past,
24,13
 yet a detailed investigation of the physical 
properties, including magnetic, thermal and electrical, has not beencarried out. Based on 
the results of the neutron diffraction study, HoFe4Ge2 exhibits three magnetic transitions, 
two of them being coupled magneto-elastic transitions at TN = 52 K (from tetragonal 
P42/mnm paramagnetic to orthorhombic Cmmm antiferromagnetic) and Tic1 = 15 K (from 
orthorhombic Cmmm back to tetragonal P42/mnm), the third being a purely magnetic 
structure change at Tc2 = 40 K. The peculiar re-entrant magneto-elastic transition at Tic1 of 
HoFe4Ge2 at low temperature is unique among other RFe4Ge2 compounds. This 
interesting behavior of HoFe4Ge2 warrants further investigation of its low temperature 
magnetic state to uncover the nature of the complex behavior. It is also of interest to 
study its magnetocaloric and magnetoresistance behaviors. Therefore, in this paper, we 
present a detailed investigation of the low temperature antiferromagnetic state by using 
static and dynamic magnetic measurements coupled with heat capacity, and electrical 
resistivity, and magnetoresistance measurements of HoFe4Ge2.   
 
3.3 Experimental Details 
 
 
The Ho and Fe metals used to prepare the HoFe4Ge2 compound were obtained 
from the Materials Preparation Center of the Ames Laboratory
18
 and were 99.8+ at. % 
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and 99.98  wt. % pure respectively with respect to all other elements in the Periodic Table 
including the interstitial impurity elements H, C, O and N. The Ge with a 99.999 wt. % 
purity was purchased from Alfa Aeser, Inc. A polycrystalline button of HoFe4Ge2 was 
prepared by arc melting of the stoichiometric mixture of constituent elements under an 
argon atmosphere. The alloy was flipped and re-melted four times to ensure the 
compositional homogeneity. The crystal structure and phase purity of the sample were 
studied by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) using Philips X’Pert diffractometer with Cu 
Kα1 radiation at room temperature. Rietica LHPM software
19
 was employed to perform a 
Rietveld refinement.  The alloy adopts the ZrFe4Si2-type tetragonal structure with the 
lattice parameters a = 7.2863 (5) Å, c = 3.8685(3) Å at room temperature. Minor amounts 
of Fe (~5 wt. %) and HoFe2Ge2 (~ 4.5 wt. %) have been detected as impurity phases.
 
The 
ac and dc magnetic measurements were carried out using a superconducting quantum 
interference device (SQUID) magnetometer MPMS XL-7. Isothermal magnetization up 
to 140 kOe magnetic field was measured using Physical Property Measurement System 
(PPMS) from Quantum Design Inc. Heat capacity data were collected on heating in an 
automatic semi-adiabatic heat pulse calorimeter
20
 in the temperature range between 2 and 
350 K at various magnetic fields after cooling the sample in a zero magnetic field from 
room temperature.  
The sample for the electrical resistivity measurements with dimensions 
9.3 1.2 1.5 mm3 was cut from the polycrystalline button.  The electrical resistivity was 
measured using a standard four-probe method. The temperature (T) and magnetic field 
(H) dependencies of the electrical resistivity (ρ) were measured with a constant ac 
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excitation electrical current of 25 mA and frequency 35 Hz in the temperature range 
between 2 and 300 K and in magnetic fields between 0 and 70 kOe. These experiments 
were performed using PPMS apparatus. The temperature dependencies of the electrical 
resistivity, ρ(T) were  measured in the zero-field-cooled heating (ZFC) and field-cooled 
cooling (FCC) modes. The isothermal ρ(H) measurements were made after thermal 
demagnetization by heating to 150 K and then cooling down to the measurement 
temperature in a zero magnetic field.  The magnetoresistance ratio was calculated as MR 
= (ρH - ρ0)/ ρ0   100%, where ρH and ρ0 is the electrical resistivity measured in a 
magnetic field H and zero magnetic field, respectively. 
  
3.4 Results and Discussion 
 
3.4.1 Magnetic properties 
Figure 3.1 shows the dc magnetization of HoFe4Ge2 measured as a function of 
temperature in a magnetic field of 1 kOe. In order to clearly depict the phase transitions, 
the figure only shows the magnetization over the temperature range from 2 to 100 K. The 
zero-field-cooled heating (ZFC) magnetization shows five anomalies: a kink at 51 K (TN), 
a cusp at 42 K (Tf1) (also see inset in Fig. 3.1), a sharp peak at 15 K (Tf2), a deep 
minimum at 11 K (Tf3) and a small peak at 4 K (Tf4). In agreement with the neutron 
diffraction measurements of HoFe4Ge2 at low temperature
13
, the transition at 51 K reflect 
bulk antiferromagnetic ordering. The low temperature XRD analysis
5,24 
also indicated 
that this antiferromagnetic transition is coupled with a structural transition from the 
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tetragonal (P42/mnm symmetry) to a distorted orthorhombic structure that adopts Cmmm 
symmetry. Transitions at Tf1 and Tf2, are both related to a magnetic structure change 
within the antiferromagnetic state. However, the transition at 15 K (Tf2) is also related 
with a structural transition from the orthorhombic back to the original tetragonal (space 
group P42/mnm) structure.
24
  With regard to the anomalies at Tf3 and Tf4, nothing was 
observed in either the low temperature XRD or neutron diffraction measurements. Is it 
known that HoFe2Ge2 exhibits a long range antiferromagnetic ordering below 1.6 K 
being paramagnetic above this temperature,
21
 and therefore, two minor impurity phases 
do not play a role in these magnetic anomalies.  Further, Tf3 is 9 K in the FCC protocol 
and the small peak at Tf4 can only be observed in the ZFC curve. A similar phenomenon 
was also found in DyFe4Ge2 and explained as a freezing point signaling the reentrant 
glassy state.
16
 Therefore, in the case of HoFe4Ge2, a metastable state may also form in the 
low temperature regime due to geometrical frustration arising from the antiferromagnetic 
Fe-Fe interactions, as discussed in Ref. [16].  
Below 15 K, strong thermomagnetic irreversibility is observed between the field-
cooled cooling (FCC) and field-cooled warming (FCW) plots. A noticeable thermal 
hysteresis of 2 K between FCW and FCC curves at Tf2 suggests that this is a first-order 
phase transition
22
, confirming the XRD results of Ref. 11. It is worth noting that this 
structural phase transition is incomplete during cooling based on the analysis of XRD 
results
24
. From the inset of Fig. 3.1, the expanded range near the Tf1 transition 
temperature, a small irreversibility between the FCW and FCC is also observed and from 
the low temperature XRD results
24
, this transition is also first order.  
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Fig. 3.1 Temperature dependencies of the magnetization of HoFe4Ge2 measured in a 1 
kOe applied magnetic field upon ZFC, FCC and FCW conditions. The inset is the 
expanded view of the details of the regions around TN and Tf1. 
 
Temperature dependent magnetization of HoFe4Ge2 was also measured under 
applied fields of 5, 10, 15, 25, 30 and 50 kOe, see Fig. 3.2. Magnetic phase transitions at 
TN, Tf1, Tf2 and Tf3 can still be clearly observed at H = 5, 10 and 15 kOe.  The anomaly at 
the lowest temperature ~ 4 K is not observed in fields higher than 1 kOe and the peak at 
Tf2 in H = 15 kOe is smoothed out compared to that at H = 1 kOe (Fig. 3.1). The 
temperature of the transition at Tf2 decreases from 15 K in 1 kOe to 11 K in 25 kOe. 
Below H = 15 kOe, substantial thermomagnetic irreversibility among ZFC, FCC, and 
FCW curves below Tf2 remains.  
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Fig. 3.2 Temperature dependencies of the magnetization of DyFe4Ge2 measured in 5, 10, 
15 and 25 kOe applied magnetic fields upon ZFC, FCC, and FCW conditions and  30 and 
50 kOe applied magnetic field upon ZFC and FCC conditions. The inset in (c) shows the 
expanded area near Tf1. The inset in (e) shows the field dependence of Tf2. 
 
The location of the peak at Tf1 (ZFC data) decreases from 42 K with H = 1 kOe to 
39 K with H = 15 kOe. The thermomagnetic irreversibility between FCW and FCC 
curves associated with  Tf1 becomes more obvious with the increasing applied field and is 
most evident when H is 15 kOe, where MFCC is higher than MFCW  from 39 to 28 K (see 
inset in Fig. (3.2c). Below H = 15 kOe, the transition at Tf1 exhibits thermal hysteresis of 
1 K between the heating and warming curves. With a further increase of the magnetic 
field, the transition at Tf1 shifts downward to 34 K, smears out, and M(T) displays only a 
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small thermal irreversibility at H = 25 kOe; it finally disappears when magnetic field 
reaches and exceeds 30 kOe.   
 
 
Fig. 3.3 Temperature dependencies of the real χ’ (a) and imaginary component χ” (b) of 
the ac susceptibility of HoFe4Ge2 collected in a 5Oe ac field, zero dc field and 
frequencies from 1 to 1000 Hz.  
 
In 30 and 50 kOe magnetic fields, a bifurcation between ZFC and FCC is clearly 
observed starting from 14 and 12 K, respectively.   Apart from the bifurcation, the ZFC 
curves of 30 kOe magnetic fields also show a small peak around 8 K, which is related to 
the transition at Tf2. The inset of Fig. 3.2(e) shows the field dependence of the 
temperature of the peak at Tf2. Further, it appears that the anomaly at TN may become a 
ferrimagnetic to paramagnetic transition at H = 30 and 50 kOe due to the high magnetic 
fields which can change the magnetic state of the compound from antiferromagnetic to 
ferrimagnetic. 
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To further ascertain the magnetic states of HoFe4Ge2, Fig. 3.3(a) shows the real 
(χ’) component and Fig. 3.3(b) shows the imaginary (χ”) component of the ac magnetic 
susceptibility as a function of temperature measured in zero dc magnetic fields.  The 
measurements were performed on heating in a 5 Oe ac field at frequencies of 1, 10, 100, 
and 1000 Hz. The magnetic anomalies associated with the first order phase transition at 
Tf2 = 15 K and magnetic ordering at TN = 51 K are clearly seen as a sharp peak and a 
broad cusp, respectively, in χ’(T) plots.  The anomaly associated with the magnetic 
transition at Tf1 = 42 K is seen as a slope change at ~ 40 K. A small shoulder at about 11 
K (Tf3) is observed at 1 Hz applied frequency and it diminishes with increasing 
frequency. The small peak at 4 K observed in the 1 kOe applied field M(T) data  is not 
observed in the χ’(T) measurements.  Moreover, χ’(T) is practically independent of the 
frequency above Tf2, exhibiting weak but clear frequency dependence at and below Tf2.  
The behavior of the imaginary component clearly reflects phase transitions at Tf2 and Tf3. 
Transition at TN is not seen due to the absence of magnetic domains in the AFM structure. 
Tf1 is identified as the increased energy loss process that starts around 40 K.  We note that 
the nearly constant positive background observed above ~40 K in 1, 10 and 100 Hz data 
is due to the presence of a minor amount of ferromagnetic iron impurity in the sample.  
Its presence is likely responsible for the unphysical negative and highly scattered values 
of χ” observed in 1000 Hz data. 
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Fig. 3.4 Magnetization isotherms of HoFe4Ge2 measured in applied magnetic fields from 
 -140 to 140 kOe at 5 K (a) and 0 to 140 kOe from 10 to 60 K (b). A weak ferromagnetic 
signature is seen in all M(H) data because of the ferromagnetic Fe impurity. 
 
Figure 3.4 shows the isothermal magnetization of HoFe4Ge2 measured from 5 K 
to 60 K. Each curve was obtained by zero field cooling from the paramagnetic state to the 
desired temperature. A weak ferromagnetic signature is seen in all M (H) data because of 
a small amount (~5 wt.%) of the ferromagnetic Fe impurity. In fields less than 140 kOe, 
the magnetization only shows one metamagnetic phase transition, which is different from 
DyFe4Ge2 which displays two metamagnetic phase transitions.
16
 From the hysteresis loop 
at 5 K, the coercivity of HoFe4Ge2 is ~ 250 Oe and remanent magnetization is ~ 0.74 
emu/g. The magnetization decreases with increasing temperature. The metamagnetic 
phase transition of HoFe4Ge2 is observed up to 35 K and accompanied with measurable 
magnetic hysteresis, indicating the first-order character of the metamagnetic process. 
Moreover, the hysteresis decreases as the temperature increases and disappears at ~ 35 K. 
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The critical field (Hc) of the metamagnetic transition is defined as the maximum of the 
derivative of magnetization with respect to the applied magnetic field. It is found that Hc 
is 22 kOe at 5 and 10 K, shifts to 24 kOe at 15 and 20 K, and then decreases with 
increasing temperature. In addition, comparing the critical fields in the magnetization and 
demagnetization process, there are about ~ 2 kOe hysteresis associated with the 
metamagnetic transition. 
 
 
Fig. 3.5 Isothermal magnetization curves at 2, 5, 10 and 15 K measured twice: first time 
after zero field cooling of thermally demagnetized sample, second time immediately 
following the first cycle. A weak ferromagnetic signature is seen in all M(H) data because 
of the minor ferromagnetic Fe impurity. 
 
The isothermal magnetization curves at 2, 5, 10 and 15 K are cycled twice, as 
shown in Fig. 3.5, to further study the magnetic state of HoFe4Ge2 at low temperature. It 
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is clear that at 2 and 5 K, the second-field-increase magnetization curves lie between the 
virgin magnetization and demagnetization curves, indicating that the metamagnetic 
transition is only partially reversible in this temperature range. When temperature is 
increased to 10 K, the second magnetization curve becomes identical to the first 
magnetization curve, showing that the metamagnetic transition becomes completely 
reversible.  This behavior is similar to that observed in DyFe4Ge2
16
, and we believe that it 
indicates the presence of a low temperature region, where a system becomes kinetically 
arrested, i.e. a freezing point occurs in HoFe4Ge2 below Tf3 (~9 K during zero-field 
cooling process).  Hence, in addition to a conventional metamagnetic phase transition 
boundary in temperature-magnetic field coordinates, there is an additional boundary 
defining a freezing/unfreezing, glass-like transition. This freezing boundary overlaps with 
the metamagnetic transition boundary and a part of the material becomes kinetically 
arrested. 
In order to further study the low temperature magnetic glassy state of HoFe4Ge2, 
we carried out relaxation measurements and the results are shown in Fig. 3.6. The 
measurements were carried out after zero field cooling the sample from paramagnetic 
state to the desired temperature. After reaching the temperature, a field of 1 kOe was 
applied for 1000 s and the time dependence of magnetization was measured immediately 
after the field was switched off. The isothermal remanent magnetization shows strong 
time dependence and there is no saturation even after ~4 hours (15,000 sec). The 
observation of such slow relaxation confirms the presence of a metastable phase due to 
kinetic arrest noted above.  The time decay of the remanent magnetization can be well 
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described by a formula
23
 with superposition of a stretched exponential and a constant 
term, M = M0 + M1exp[-(t/τ)
1-n
], where M0, M1 are the fitting parameters, τ is the 
relaxation time constant, and 1-n is the stretching parameter. The best fit to this 
expression gives M0 = 0.9595 emu/g, M1 = 0.04073 emu/g, τ = 1084 s and 1-n = 0.54.  
 
 
Fig. 3.6 Time dependence of the isothermal remanent magnetization at 5 K. The solid 
line represents the exponential fit to the curve. 
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Fig. 3.7 Temperature dependencies of the heat capacity of HoFe4Ge2 measured in 
magnetic fields ranging from 0 to 50 kOe.  The insets (a) and (b) show the expanded view 
of the details in the regions around Tf2 and Tf1, respectively. 
 
3.4.2 Heat capacity   
Temperature dependencies of heat capacity (CP) of HoFe4Ge2 were measured in 
0, 1, 10, 30 and 50 kOe magnetic fields, as shown in Fig. 3.7.  The zero field heat 
capacity data presents two clear anomalies around 14 and 50 K, which are close to Tf2 and 
TN, respectively. At TN, the anomaly is quite broad and it weakly dependent on the 
applied field.  The transition at Tf2 is a minor -like anomaly; with increasing magnetic 
field, the CP(T) peak decreases and shifts toward lower temperature. Even though the 
shape of the anomaly at Tf2 is inconsistent with the first order nature of this transition, the 
existence of the low temperature tail that makes it look -like is related to the fact that the 
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tetragonal to orthorhombic transformation on heating is sluggish, which is consistent with 
it being incomplete on cooling.  At 50 kOe, the peak associated with Tf2 disappears (Fig. 
3.7a inset), indicating that the high magnetic field suppresses the first order transition at 
Tf2.  The transition at Tf1 = 42 K is only observed in heat capacity data as a minor 
anomaly around 40 K in magnetic fields below 30 kOe (inset b of Fig. 3.7).  This 
anomaly is also unusual considering the first order nature of this transition as based on 
the M(T) and the neutron diffraction data
13
.  All of these results confirms that the 
magnetic ordering in HoFe4Ge2 is quite complex. Moreover, the magnetocaloric effect 
for the three phase transitions (Tf1, Tf2 and TN), was estimated using both the M(H) data 
and CP(T) data and is small (SM ≤ -1.5 J/kg K).  
The M(H), M(T) and CP(T) behaviors of HoFe4Ge2 at low temperature discussed 
above (i.e.,  strong irreversibility between FCW and FCC data, the FCW curves lie below 
the FCC ones, the temperature dependence of the reversibility of the field-induced 
metamagnetic phase transition, the weak  χ’(T) frequency dependence below Tf2, the 
long-time relaxation of the isothermal remanent magnetization and no clear anomalies at 
Tf3 and Tf4 in CP(T) data)  suggest the presence of  a metastable phase which is partially 
kinetically arrested below the freezing point (~9 K).  A kinetically arrested metastable 
phase has also been observed in DyFe4Ge2,
16
 and is much more pronounced in Gd5Ge4.
24
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Fig. 3.8 Temperature dependencies of the electrical resistivity of HoFe4Ge2 measured 
upon heating and cooling between 2 and 100 K in 0, 1, 10, 20 and 30 kOe magnetic fields 
(a-e). Temperature dependence of the first derivative of the electrical resistivity with 
respect to temperature (dρ/dT) upon heating in a zero magnetic field (f). 
 
3.4.3 Electrical resistivity 
Normally, electrical resistivity behavior can also reflect a magnetic state change. 
Therefore, to further study the multiple magnetic phase transitions in HoFe4Ge2, the 
temperature dependencies of the electrical resistivity of HoFe4Ge2 upon heating and 
cooling in 0, 1, 10, 20 and 30 kOe magnetic fields were measured and are displayed in 
Fig. 3.8. The measurement on heating was made after the sample was cooled in a zero 
magnetic field. The result demonstrates the metallic character of this compound. The 
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curves measured on heating and cooling in zero magnetic field coincide above ~15 K. 
Under zero field, the electrical resistivity exhibits a well-defined peak at about 11 K 
(ZFC) and 8 K (FCC) and a sharp minimum at 15 K (ZFC) and 12 K (FCC). Thermal 
irreversibility between ZFC and FCC data is observed from 7 to 15 K. From the first 
derivative of the electrical resistivity with respect to the temperature dρ/dT, three clear 
anomalies are observed near TN = 51 K, Tf1 = 39 K and Tf2 = 13 K. At TN, the temperature 
dependence of dρ/dT changes abruptlyand is due to the onset of the antiferromagnetic 
ordering.  These three anomalies in the resistivity data are in accord with the magnetic 
measurements and heat capacity data, indicating that these three magnetic phase 
transitions are dominant. A linear temperature dependence of the resistivity is observed in 
the antiferromagnetic state between Tf2 and Tf1 as well as in the paramagnetic state. But 
the slope of the electrical resistivity is larger below the Néel temperature because of the 
reduced spin-disorder scattering brought about by the long range antiferromagnetic 
ordering. Linearity of electrical resistivity in the paramagnetic state suggests the presence 
of dominant phonon contribution to the electrical resistivity
25
.   
Comparing the electrical resistivity behaviors under various applied fields, we 
note that for high magnetic fields, e.g. at H = 30 kOe the low temperature peak 
disappears in both ZFC and FCC curves and at H = 25 kOe, only ZFC manifests the peak 
at 8 K.  Under a 10 kOe magnetic field, the peak occurs at 10 and 8 K in ZFC and FCC 
curves, respectively.  In addition, under the fields of 10 and 20 kOe, the thermal 
irreversibility between the heating and cooling curves is observed from the  electrical 
resistivity minima (14 K) down to 2 K.  
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Fig. 3.9 Temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance of HoFe4Ge2 at 30 kOe from 
2 to 60 K (a). Magnetic field dependence of the magnetoresistance of HoFe4Ge2 from 2 to 
50 K in both magnetization (solid symbols) and demagnetization paths (open symbols) 
(b). 
 
Figure 3.9(a) shows the temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance (MR) 
at 30 kOe. A negative MR effect is observed below the 11 K (freezing point), then 
changes to positive at high temperature and achieves the maximum of ~30%  at 15 K 
(Tf2). A ~2 K hysteresis between the heating and cooling process is in agreement with the 
first-order nature at Tf2. Figure 3.9(b) depicts the magnetic field dependence of 
magnetoresistance at various temperatures from 2 to 50 K in HoFe4Ge2. The curves at 
and below 30 K show a metamagnetic transition indicated by a sharp increase in MR over 
a certain field range. A positive MR effect of about 30% is observed when H is greater 
than the critical field of ~ 22 kOe at 15 K, which coincides with the first-order field-
induced phase transition as observed in the magnetization data The demagnetization 
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curves always lie above the magnetization curve as expected due the existence of the 
hysteresis effect which is exactly the same as the magnetization curves. We note that the 
magnitude of the magnetoresistance is comparable with that of other intermetallic 
compounds which have first-order metamagnetic transitions such as Gd5(Si1.8Ge2.2)
26
, 
Ce(Fe0.93Ru0.07)2
27
, SmMn2Ge2
28
. It is interesting to note that while decreasing the field at 
2 K, MR crosses the initial curve (obtained during the increasing field) and becomes 
positive below 22 kOe and remains constant at about 15% from 18 kOe to zero. This 
behavior is consistent with the presence of the metastable, kinetically arrested phase 
when the sample is cooled in a zero magnetic field below the freezing point. 
As discussed in the previous section, HoFe4Ge2 shows a metamagnetic transition 
around 22 kOe. The value of Hc, defined from the peak point in the dρ/dH curves, 
exhibits almost no temperature dependence, which compares very well with that 
previously obtained from isothermal magnetization curves. A hysteresis of ~ 2 kOe has 
also been observed between the increasing and decreasing branches of the magnetic field, 
which is consistent with the hysteresis in the magnetic measurements.  It is also worth 
mentioning that the MR is almost constant after the field-induced transition finished. 
When the temperature is equal and higher than 40 K, where field-induced metamagnetic 
transition disappears, the MR is almost zero and independent of the field.  Therefore, the 
MR effect in HoFe4Ge2 is strongly correlated with the field-induced magnetic phase 
transformation.  
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3.5 Conclusions 
 
We have studied the thermal, magnetic, and electrical properties of HoFe4Ge2. 
The results reveal the existence of a complex spin reorientation process within the AFM 
phase at low temperatures of HoFe4Ge2. PM to AFM transition takes place at TN = 51 K. 
Two additional first-order magnetic phase transitions take place at Tf1 = 42 K and Tf2 = 15 
K. A kinetically arrested state is observed below ~10 K and the isothermal remanent 
magnetization undergoes slow relaxation with time at 5 K. The low temperature physical 
properties manifest strong magnetic field dependencies. Both magnetization and 
electrical resistivity measurements as a function of applied field provide evidences for 
first-order metamagnetic transition at critical field ~ 22 kOe with strong hysteresis in 
HoFe4Ge2. The interesting and unusual MR behavior – the negative ∆ρ/ρ at low 
temperatures and a change of sign at higher temperature – is observed.  For a field change 
of 30 kOe, a large MR of ~ 30% is observed near Tf2.  
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CHAPTER 4. ANTIFERROMAGNETIC CLUSTER SPIN-GLASS 
BEHAVIOR IN Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 – A COMPOUND WITH A GIANT 
UNIT CELL  
 
 
A paper published in Journal of Alloys and Compounds
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2,3
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2
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2
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2,3
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4.1     Abstract  
 
The magnetic properties of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 – a member of a family of materials 
with a giant unit cell – have been investigated by dc magnetization, ac magnetic 
susceptibility, specific heat, and electrical resistivity measurements. A magnetic glassy 
state at freezing temperature of ~ 11 K was determined from the magnetic susceptibility 
and specific heat data.  The glassy state in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 is not the conventional spin 
glass with randomly oriented magnetic moments, but it is related to clusters of atoms that 
exist in the complex crystal lattice of the material. Furthermore, the glassy state coexists 
with short range antiferromagnetic order, leading to the development of 
antiferromagnetic clusters. A weak anomaly in the specific heat data centered around 11 
K supports the formation of magnetic cluster glass state in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2.  
Semiconductor-like resistivity with a negative temperature coefficient from 2 to 300 K is 
also observed in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2.   
                                                 
1
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2
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4.2      Introduction 
 
In order to develop a better understanding of the ever elusive structure-property 
relationships in intermetallic compounds one often needs to look into systems and 
compounds that are distinctly different from those that have been broadly studied in the 
past. Structurally complex metallic alloys are remarkable metallic systems whose giant 
unit cells with lattice periodicity of several nanometers may contain hundreds or even 
thousands of atoms. The high complexity of such structures coupled with two competing 
physical length scales, i. e. lattice periodicity of several nanometers and an atomic cluster 
substructure on the sub-nanometer scale, is expected to result in interesting physical 
properties. Intermetallic compounds containing in excess of 1000 atoms per unit cell may 
indeed be considered a new frontier because, similar to quasicrystals, they occupy an 
intermediate position between “simple” well-ordered intermetallics with nearly ideal 
periodicity and metallic glasses. Naturally, research aimed to uncover how physical 
properties of these unusual materials are linked to their unique structural characteristics is 
becoming one of the central issues in the condensed matter physics.  
Among different complex metallic alloys, an interesting family of ternary 
intermetallic compounds exists near R2MX2 stoichiometry, namely R117M52+xX112+y 
where R= rare earth metal, M = Fe, Co and Cr, and X = Ge, Sn. They can crystallize in 
either the cubic Tb117Fe52Ge112 –type
1
 or Dy117Co57Sn112 –type
2
 crystal structure, both of 
which are characterized with a giant unit cell (V > 20,000 Å
3
) containing more than a 
thousand of atoms. Both crystal structures are closely related, and they contain large 
atomic clusters arranged in a Heusler-like Cu2MnAl-type superstructure
3,4
. The 
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crystallographic parameters of R117Co52+xSn112+y (R = Pr, Gd, Sm, Tb, Dy)
4,5,6
 and 
Pr117Co56.7Ge112
7
 have been recently determined and x-ray single crystal investigation of 
stannides shows that a number of atomic sites can be randomly and, often, partially 
occupied by Co or Sn, leading to an extensive crystallographic disorder. Contrary to the 
germanides, the stannides contain an additional 4b position at (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) which may 
be partially or fully filled by Co. In addition, structural disorder also exists in 
Pr117Co56.7Ge112 but it is less prominent compared to the stannides.  
Most of available reports on R117M52+xX112+y phases focus on the investigation of 
their crystal structure, but some physical properties of these compounds have also been 
investigated. Kovinr and Shatruk
 
reported that Sm117Co55.6Sn116 orders ferromagnetically 
at 86 K while Tb117Co59Sn111 and Dy117Co58Sn111 undergo consecutive paramagnetic-
ferromagnetic and spin-reorientation transitions at 38 and 20 K (for Tb) and at 30 and 11 
K (for Dy)
4
. Basic measurements of magnetic and electronic transport properties as well 
as heat capacity and thermal conductivity show that Gd117Co56Sn112 is a potential phonon 
glass/electron crystal system with a narrow energy gap
8
. Ce117Co54.5Sn115.2 shows a single 
antiferromagnetic (AFM) transition at TN = 9 K, while Gd117Co56.4Sn114.3 orders 
magnetically at ~ 70 K followed by three additional magnetic transitions at ~ 8 K, ~ 20 K 
and ~ 50 K
6
.   
Complex magnetic behavior of these intermetallic compounds originates from the 
presence of multiple symmetrically independent positions occupied by R atoms and a  
variety of possible R-R, R-M, and M-M magnetic interactions. Moreover, the complexity 
of the crystal structure may result in the emergence of spin glass (SG) behavior because 
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experimentally observed short-range structural disorder can affect the electronic 
environment around the R atoms within one unit cell and create frustrated R-R exchange 
interactions.  
To date, only basic magnetic properties of several R117Co52+xSn112±y compounds 
have been studied. Here we examine the magnetic ground state of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 
compound in detail by using static and dynamic magnetic measurements along with 
specific heat and electrical resistivity measurements in order to uncover the nature of 
magnetic interactions in this tremendously large unit cell.  
 
4.3      Experimental Details 
 
The Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 sample was prepared by arc-melting of constituent elements 
taken in stoichiometric proportions under high purity argon atmosphere. The mixture of 
Pr (99.86+ at. % pure, prepared by the Materials Preparation Center of the Ames 
Laboratory 
9
), Co (99.98 wt. %) and Sn (> 99.999 wt. %) was melted on a water-cooled 
copper hearth. The sample was wrapped in Ta foil and placed in a helium-filled quartz 
tube for annealing at 1050 °C for 2 months. The Rietveld refinement was employed to 
analyze the phase purity and determine the lattice parameters from the room temperature 
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) pattern. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was also 
performed to confirm the phase purity of the material. Magnetic measurements of bulk 
polycrystalline sample were performed using a superconducting quantum interference 
device (SQUID) magnetometer (MPMS XL, Quantum Design, USA). The electrical 
resistivity was measured from 2 to 300 K in a Physical Property Measurement System 
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(PPMS) from Quantum Design Inc using a standard four-probe method.  Heat capacity 
data were collected on heating from 2 to 100 K using PPMS. 
 
Figure 4.1. The x-ray powder diffraction pattern of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 at room temperature. 
The inset shows the detailed view of the x-ray pattern between ~28 and ~40 deg. 2θ. 
 
4.4       Results  
 
A single phase Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 sample with a cubic Dy117Co57Sn112 –type crystal 
structure was confirmed by room temperature XRD. High-resolution SEM images 
confirmed the pure phase of the sample. Figure 4.1 shows the fully refined room 
temperature XRD pattern of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2. The lattice parameter is a = 30.8295(2) Å, 
which is close to the earlier reported values
5,6
 (the sample used in this study is different 
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from the one in Ref. [6]). The detailed description of the cubic Dy117Co57Sn112 –type 
crystal structure can be found in Ref. [6]. It is well established that there is an extensive 
structural disorder in compounds adopting the Dy117Co57Sn112 –type crystal structure, 
particularly around the (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) position of the unit cell
5,6
. The Rietveld refinement 
of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 confirmed that the crystal structure of this compound is the 
essentially the same as reported as in Ref. [6]. Therefore, the structural disorder is present 
in the title compound as well. 
Figure 4.2(a) displays the temperature dependence of the zero-field-cooled (ZFC) 
heating and field-cooled cooling (FCC) magnetization measured under a field of 10 Oe. 
Both the ZFC and FCC curves exhibit maxima around 11 K (Tf) indicating an AFM-like 
magnetic ordering phase transition at this temperature. There is noticeable 
thermomagnetic irreversibility between ZFC and FCC plots below 11 K. In the 
paramagnetic (PM) region, the inverse magnetic susceptibility obeys the Curie-Weiss law 
above about 70 K. The effective magnetic moment and the paramagnetic Curie 
temperature determined by fitting the linear part of the χ-1(T) plot to the Curie-Weiss law 
are equal to peff. = 3.89 μB/Pr
3+
 (which is slightly higher than the theoretically expected 
3.58 μB/Pr
3+
) and p = 40 K. This indicates that the contribution of the Co magnetic 
moment is very small and agrees with the reports that the Co sublattice is not magnetic in 
the Gd117Co56.4Sn114.3, Tb117Co59Sn111, Dy117Co58Sn111 and Pr117Co56.7Ge112 
compounds
4,6,7
. Although a large positive Curie temperature points to a ferromagnetic 
ground state, in low magnetic field Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 exhibits an AFM-like magnetic 
ordering phase transition at 11 K based on the M(T) plots.  Because of the complexity of 
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the compound, the presence of multiple independent crystallographic sites occupied by Pr 
atoms may lead to competing (both AFM and FM) magnetic interactions between Pr 
atoms. This is similar to Gd5Ge4 that has been found to order antiferromagnetically at 127 
K with a large positive Curie temperature of 94 K because of the competing exchange 
interactions present in this compound
10
. 
The magnetic hysteresis loop of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 measured at 2 K is shown in 
figure 4.2(b).  The magnetization does not reach saturation even in 70 kOe magnetic 
field. The magnetization at 70 kOe is 2.0 μB / Pr
3+
, which is below the calculated gJ value 
of 3.2 μB.  The coercivity Hc and remanence Mr at 2 K are ~ 2.2 kOe and 4.6 emu/g, 
respectively. The magnetization isotherms measured from 5 to 100 K during both 
increasing and decreasing magnetic field [figure 4.2(c)] exhibit negligible hysteresis at 5 
K and above. Consistent with the M(T) data, the crossover between the 5 K and 10 K 
isotherms indicates that magnetization in low field is reduced below 11 K. The 
nonlinearity of M(H) curves is observed even above the Tf temperature (at 40 K), which 
is usually attributed to the presence of short range correlations and/or crystal field effects 
[11]. At temperatures well above the Tf (at 80 and 100 K), the field dependence of 
magnetization is linear, indicating a true paramagnetic state.  
In order to probe the nature of the transition at ~ 11 K, the temperature 
dependence of the dc magnetic susceptibility is measured in magnetic fields between 0.01 
and 30 kOe under ZFC and FC conditions. As displayed in figure 4.2(d), the 
characteristic temperature Tf(H) observed as a cusp in M(T) data exists in both ZFC and 
FCC curves and it shifts toward lower temperatures with increasing field; at 30 kOe the 
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anomaly is too weak to be discerned with certainty. Magnetic irreversibility below Tf(H) 
is observed up to 10 kOe, which is much higher than the coercive field (2.2 kOe) [see 
figure 4.2(b)]. 
 
Figure 4.2. (a) Magnetization of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 measured as a function of temperature 
in 10 Oe applied magnetic field under ZFC and FCC conditions. The inset shows the 
Curie-Weiss fit of the linear part of the inverse susceptibility of ZFC data. (b) Magnetic 
hysteresis loop of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 measured at 2 K. (c) Isothermal magnetizations from 
5 to 100 K. (d) Low temperature dc magnetic susceptibility of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 measured 
in different magnetic fields in ZFC (full symbols) and FCC (open symbols) conditions.  
The inset presents the de Almedia-Thouless line, plotted as Tf vs H
2/3
.  
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The inset of figure 4.2(d) shows that Tf(H) follows the H
2/3 
law
12
. The observed 
linear character of this variation was theoretically predicted for an Ising spin glass in the 
infinite-range, random-bond mean-field model. However, Tf(H)  following the H
2/3
 law 
has also been observed in a few uranium and rare earth spin glass materials, such as 
U2IrSi3
13
 and Nd2AgIn3
14
. A strong field dependence of Tf and thermomagnetic 
irreversibility between ZFC and FCC that persists in fields exceeding Hc are typical 
features of SG systems. 
The ac magnetic susceptibility measurements of the Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 sample at 
frequencies ranging from 1 to 1000 Hz with an ac driving field of 5 Oe are shown in 
figure 4.3(a): the upper portion shows the temperature dependence of the real (χ’) part 
and the lower panel the imaginary (χ”) part of the ac susceptibility between 2 and 25 K. 
Both χ’ and χ” show peaks with amplitudes and positions depending on the frequency. 
The χ’(T) data exhibit a peak at ~ 10.8 K at 1 Hz (ω) frequency in good agreement with 
the dc magnetization results, and a change of slope around 6 K. With increasing 
frequency, the peak position in χ’ shifts upward, but its magnitude is decreasing. The 
imaginary part of the magnetic susceptibility shows two distinct peaks at low frequencies 
(below 100 Hz) that start to merge at 100 Hz and are replaced by a single asymmetric 
peak at 1 kHz. Both χ” peaks shift to higher temperature with increasing frequency but 
the low temperature peak does it at a higher rate so the two peaks merge into one 
asymmetric peak at 1 kHz. The peak height increases with frequency as well.  Such 
behavior of ac susceptibility is considered as one of the main characteristics of a SG state. 
Thus, one may argue that the characteristic temperature Tf is also the temperature of spin-
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glass state formation or the “freezing” temperature. The initial frequency shift δTf [figure 
4.3(a)], used to compare the frequency dependence in different spin glasses, is 0.021 by 
using δTf = ∆Tf /(Tf ∆logω). This value of δTf is comparable to those observed in 
concentrated “simple” nonmagnetic atom disorder SG systems, e.g., U2PdSi3: 0.020
15
, 
Ce2AgIn3: 0.022
16
, and URh2Ge2: 0.025
17
, and also in Nd2AgIn3 where SG formation is 
coupled with short-range AFM ordering (0.015)
14
.  
 
 
Figure 4.3. (a) Temperature dependence of the real (χ’) and imaginary (χ”) components 
of the ac susceptibility between 2 and 25 K at frequencies varying from 1 to 1000 Hz. 
Frequency dependence of spin freezing temperature (Tf) plotted as (b) log(τ) vs. log(Tf 
/TSG -1) and (c) Tf vs. 1/ln(ω0/ω). The solid lines represent the fits to the experimental 
data. 
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Figure 4.3(b) shows frequency dependence of the freezing temperature Tf 
obtained from the real part of the ac susceptibility. Behavior of Tf as a function of 
frequency obeys the conventional power-law divergence of critical slowing-down 
dynamics governed by the relation τ = τ0(Tf /TSG -1)
-zν, where τ is relaxation time 
representing the dynamical fluctuation timescale, Tf  is the frequency dependent freezing 
temperature at a specific observation time, TSG is the SG transition temperature and zν is 
known as the dynamical critical exponent
18
. The best fit is obtained for TSG   10.67 K, zν 
  3.2, and τ0  10
-7
 s. For a canonical spin-glass, τ0 value lies between 10
-11 
and 10
-13
 s 
(the order of the spin-flip time of atomic moments), whereas zν ranges from 4 to 13.19 
Values of τ0 larger than 10
-11
 s are normally observed in cluster spin-glasses, such as 
ferromagnetic (e.g. PrRhSn3
20
, Pr2AgIn3
21
) or antiferromagnetic (e.g. Nd5Ge3
22
) cluster 
SG. The τ0 value of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 is much higher than that of a conventional SG, 
which implies slow relaxation and strongly suggests that the SG state in this compound is 
not atomic in origin but is related to strongly interacting atomic clusters. In addition, we 
note that there is an evident decrease in MFCC(T) below Tf, as shown in figure 4.2(a), 
which is in contrast to conventional SG where MFCC(T) remains nearly constant below Tf. 
Therefore, short range AFM ordering likely occurs at the temperature near Tf, giving rise 
to the formation of AFM clusters. In fact, it is possible that the clusters with only a few 
structural defects are ordering antiferromagnetically, while those with a substantial 
structural disorder are responsible for the spin-glass behavior, all within one unit cell. 
The description of the structure of these atomic clusters can be found in Ref. [6].  
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Figure 4.4. (a) Isothermal remanent magnetization as a function of time measured at 5 
and 10 K, respectively. (b) ZFC and FC at H = 500 Oe magnetization relaxation 
measured at T = 5 K. The solid line represents the logarithmic fit of the decay. 
 
As shown in figure 4.3(c), the Tf (ω) data of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 can also be fitted to 
the Vogel-Fulcher empirical law
23,24,25,26
, ω = ω0exp[-Ea/kB(Tf -T0)], where ω0 is  
characteristic frequency, Ea is activation energy, and T0 is Vogel-Fulcher temperature 
which is the measure of intercluster interaction strength. Assuming ω0 = 1/τ0 (0 was 
determined above), the best fitting yields Ea/kB ≈ 14.6 K and T0 ≈ 9.85 K. The Vogel-
Fulcher temperature T0 is only slightly smaller than Tf obtained from ac measurements. 
The formation of clusters is again confirmed by the fit of Tf to the Vogel-Fulcher law 
with nonzero T0 which arises from the interaction between the clusters
25,27
. Further, the 
Tholence criterion
28
, δTTh = (Tf -T0)/Tf, estimated by using Tf = 10.8 K at f = 1 Hz, and T0 
= 9.85 K, is 0.085 in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2, which is comparable to that of PrRhSn3
20
 and 
CuMn systems
28
. The fact that T0 is very close to Tf resulting in the intermediate value of 
δTTh suggests that Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interactions are relatively 
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strong. Altogether, the frequency dependence of the freezing temperature Tf described 
above provides a clear evidence for the formation of a cluster spin glass state in 
Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2. 
The isothermal remanent magnetization of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 was measured below 
the freezing temperature in order to study the dynamics of the SG state. Figure 4.4(a) 
shows the time dependence of the remanent magnetization measured at 5 and 10 K. 
Before each measurement, the sample was first zero-field cooled from 150 K to the 
desired temperature, and then a magnetic field of 500 Oe was applied for 1000 s. 
Subsequently, the field was switched off and the time dependence of magnetization was 
recorded. The decay of M(t) is slow, and nonzero remanence can be observed even after 4 
h, as expected for a true SG state. Furthermore, in order to investigate the metastability of 
the low-temperature SG phase, the behaviors of ZFC and FC magnetization relaxation 
were compared. Figure 4.4(b) shows the MZFC(t) and MFC(t) curves at 5 K. The 
measurement was carried out using the following protocol: the sample was ZFC or FC 
(500 Oe) from the paramagnetic state to 5 K. Subsequently, 500 Oe magnetic field was 
applied in the ZFC case (the 500 Oe magnetic field remained unchanged in the FC case). 
The magnetization was recorded as a function of time. The results show that the 
magnetization in the ZFC case continues to increase even after 3 h. The FC 
magnetization, on the other hand, shows negligible relaxation. These behaviors indicate 
that the state in ZFC condition is metastable while the state in FC condition is close to 
equilibrium. The presence of long-time relaxation behavior in MZFC(t) and no relaxation 
in MFC(t) in the low temperature region indicates a typical metastable behavior associated 
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with SG and reentrant SG systems
22
. The measured relaxation behaviors of MZFC can 
been fitted very well over the full time range by using the logarithmic function, M(t)=M0 
– Sln(t+t0), where M0 is the initial magnetization, S is the magnetic viscosity, which 
characterizes the relaxation process, and t0 is the characteristic time. The best fitting 
parameters obtained by using the least-squares method are M0 = 0.896 emu/g, S = -0.0267 
emu/g, and t0 = 118.4 s.  
 
Figure 4.5. (a) Temperature dependence of heat capacity of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 at H = 0 Oe. 
(b) Temperature dependence of electrical resistivity of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 measured on 
cooling in zero magnetic field. 
 
To further study the SG state of the Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2, the heat capacity and 
electrical resistivity were also measured in zero magnetic field. Figure 4.5(a) illustrates 
the temperature dependence of heat capacity. A weak anomaly is evident near the 
freezing temperature Tf    11 K. No sharp peak associated with long-range magnetic 
ordering at Tf is observed in C(T) dependence. However, a shallow anomaly can originate 
from the formation of the antiferromagnetic cluster state. Similar weak anomalies near 
the freezing temperature, signaling the formation of magnetic cluster state, have also been 
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observed in PrRhSn3
20
 and U2IrSi3 
13
.  Moreover, a large value of Sommerfeld coefficient 
γ [365 mJ (mole-Pr)-1 K-2] extracted from the C/T vs. T2 plot at low temperature is much 
larger than those of normal metals, but is comparable to that of Pr2AgIn3 with SG
21
.  
The temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity ρ(T) of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 
between 2 and 300 K in zero magnetic field was measured on cooling and is shown in 
figure 4.5(b). The resistivity of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 exhibits semiconductor-like behavior 
with a negative temperature coefficient of the resistivity (TCR) over the whole 
temperature range. This behavior is quite different from normal intermetallic compounds, 
which usually show a normal increase in the resistivity with increasing temperature, i. e. 
a positive TCR. In addition, a small anomaly is observed near the cluster freezing 
temperature Tf, indicating no long-range magnetic phase transition. Note that 
Gd117Co56.4Sn114.3 also shows similar features: the electrical resistivity decreases slightly 
with increasing temperature (though much slower compared to Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2) above 
magnetic ordering temperature, but shows a positive TCR below TC ~70 K
6
. Several 
potential mechanisms have failed to explain the negative TCR in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2, e.g. 
Kondo effect [ρ∝lnT], thermally activated generation of charge carriers [ρ∝exp(∆ε/kT], 
and hopping process [ρ∝exp(T0/T)
n
] since the behavior of ρ(T) seen in figure 4.5(b) does 
not fit any of these models. Therefore, the origin of such resistivity behavior is likely 
arising from the structure of the giant unit cell that contains extensive structural disorder, 
a model that was employed to explain the negative TCR of spin glass URh2Ge2 
29
 and 
quasicrystalline i (Cd, Mg)-Yb
30
. 
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4.5      Discussion 
Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 compound shows several typical features of SG state including 
(i) ZFC-FCC thermomagnetic irreversibility in the dc magnetization data, (ii) frequency 
dependence of the transition in ac susceptibility, (iii) a slow logarithmic decay of 
remanent magnetization, (v) a weak anomaly in specific heat. Moreover, the frequency 
dependence of the freezing temperature Tf in the ac susceptibility obeys the Vogel-
Fuchcer law ω = ω0exp[-Ea/kB(Tf -T0)] and the critical slowing down function τ = τ0(Tf 
/TSG -1)
-zν
. Nonzero Vogel-Fulcher temperature T0 (9.85 K), arising from the interactions 
between the clusters, large characteristic time constant τ0 (10
-7
 s), suggesting a slow spin 
dynamics, combined with intermediate value of δTTh (0.085), indicating relatively strong 
RKKY interaction, reveal the presence of a cluster glass state in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 
compound. It is well known that the frustration of exchange interactions and crystal 
disorder play a key role for the formation of a SG state
27
. In case of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2, the 
crystallographic disorder in atomic clusters located around the 4b (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) position 
can introduce a frustration of magnetic exchange interaction of Pr atoms and, 
consequently, SG state in the compound. Similar SG behavior has also been observed in 
U2PtSi3 compounds, where the statistical distribution of Pt and Si varies the electronic 
environment around the U atoms and introduces a frustrated U-U exchange interaction 
mediated by the 5f-ligand hybridization
31
. Moreover, AFM cluster glass state is present in 
Nd2AgIn3 due to crystal disorder caused by random distribution between Ag and In
14
. 
Recently, SG phase transition was also observed in another large cubic unit cell 
compound (unit cell volume on the order of V>10
5
 Å
3
) HoB66 due to atomic disorder
32
. 
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It is also worth noting that magnetic exchange interactions are present above Tf up 
to ~70 K, as shown in the M(H) data [figure 4.2(c)]. A positive deviation from the Curie-
Weiss behavior below ~70 K is seen in the insert to figure 4.2(a), indicating that a 
classical paramagnetic state does not exist between Tf and 70 K. It is possible that some 
clusters start to exhibit antiferromagnetic short-range ordering above Tf due to 
compositional inhomogeneities caused by uneven distribution of Co/Sn atoms in some 
atomic sites
6
. However, the crystal electric field effect, commonly observed in Pr-based 
compounds, may also be responsible for the reduction of magnetic susceptibility at low 
temperatures, though it does not explain the nonlinearity of M(H) curves above Tf. 
4.6      Conclusions 
 
To summarize, unusual spin-glass behavior in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 was discovered 
below the freezing temperature Tf   11 K by dc magnetization, ac susceptibility, 
magnetic relaxation, heat capacity, and electrical resistivity measurements. According to 
the critical slowingdown model, the characteristic time constant of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 
suggests the existence of magnetic clusters. The dc magnetization data and the presence 
of weak anomalies in the temperature dependencies of heat capacity and electrical 
resistivity, also confirm the existence of AFM cluster spin-glass state in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2. 
We suggest that SG behavior in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 originates from the structural disorder 
of the Co and Sn atomic sites, which leads to frustrated RKKY magnetic exchange 
interactions between Pr atoms. Both short-range antiferromagnetic and spin-glass state 
clusters likely coexist in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2. In addition, negative TCR observed in this 
compound with giant unit cell is probably due to the chemical disorder of Co and Sn.  
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CHAPTER 5. THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND MAGNETIC 
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF  
Pr117Co56.7Ge112 
 
 
A paper published in Journal of Applied Physics
1 
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2,3
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2,4
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2,3
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2,4
, and V. K. Pecharsky
2,3 
 
5.1      Abstract 
 
The ternary intermetallic compound Pr117Co56.7Ge112 adopts the cubic 
Tb117Fe52Ge112-type related structure with the lattice parameter a = 29.330 (3) Å.  The 
compound exhibits one prominent magnetic transition at ~ 10 K and two additional weak 
magnetic anomalies are observed at ~ 26 K and ~ 46 K in a 1kOe applied field.  At a 
higher field of 10 kOe, only one broad ferromagnetic-like transition remains at 12 K. The 
inverse magnetic susceptibility of Pr117Co56.7Ge112 obeys the Curie-Weiss law with a 
positive value of the paramagnetic Curie temperature (θP = 24 K), indicating that 
ferromagnetic interactions are dominant. The effective magnetic moment is 3.49 μB / Pr, 
which is close to the theoretical effective paramagnetic moment of 3.58 μB for the Pr
3+ 
ion.  
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5.2       Introduction 
 
  Rare earth based intermetallics are interesting compounds because they often 
form extended families of isostructural or nearly isostructural materials and, therefore, 
exhibit systematic changes of their physical properties. Having identical or nearly 
identical three-dimensional- arrangements of atoms in these compounds facilitates 
investigation of the balance between chemistry (crystal and electronic structures) and 
physical (magnetic, electrical, and thermal) properties. Among numerous isostructural 
intermetallic families, R-M-X ternary intermetallic systems, where R is a rare earth 
element, M is a transition metal, and X is a non-metal or a semimetal have been broadly 
investigated in the past. Unlike many of the common R-M-X ternary compounds that 
crystallize in conventional, “small” unit cells, the compounds that belong to the 
R117M52+xX112+y (M = Fe, Co and Cr, X = Ge, Sn) family are extraordinarily complex 
because their giant cubic unit cells (V > 20,000 Å
3
) accommodate in excess of 10
3
 atoms.  
Tb117Fe52Ge112 was the first compound of this family to be reported in 1987.
1
 Since then, 
a series of compounds of the Tb117Fe52Ge112-type structure were prepared and 
characterized. The reported germanides include R117Fe52Ge112  (R= Y, Pr, Sm, Gd, Dy, 
Ho, Er ,Tm and Lu), R117Cr52Ge112  (R= Nd and Sm) and R117Co52Ge112  (R= Pr and 
Sm).
2,3,4
  Recently, another series of the isostructural compounds with Sn instead of Ge 
has been found, namely the R117Co52+xSn112±y compounds with R= Pr, Sm, Gd, Tb and 
Dy.
5,6,7
 Their crystal structures are nearly identical to those with Ge, but small differences 
have been reported.  
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  Being one of the most structurally complex ternary solid systems, 
R117M52+xX112+y compounds are expected to exhibit unique physical properties.  
However, until now, most reports have been limited to crystallographic studies, lacking 
the information about the physical properties of these compounds. To date, there are only 
two papers reporting the basic magnetic properties of R117Co52+xSn112±y (R= Pr, Sm, Tb 
and Dy)
5,6
 and one paper discussing the magnetic, transport properties, and heat capacity 
of  Gd117Co56Sn112.
7
 Magnetic properties of the Tb117Fe52Ge112 -type structure family 
remain unknown. Therefore, in this work, the compound Pr117Co56.7Ge112 was 
synthesized and studied in order to gain a deeper insight into this highly complex 
structure.  The crystal structure of the Pr117Co56.7Ge112 was determined using x-ray single 
crystal diffraction. The magnetic properties of this compound were investigated in detail 
by means of temperature- and field-dependent magnetization measurements.  
 
5.3      Experimental Details  
 
   A sample of the compound Pr117Co56.7Ge112, weighing about 5 g, was prepared 
by arc melting the three elements in an argon atmosphere. The Pr metal used to prepare 
this alloy was obtained from the Materials Preparation Center of the Ames Laboratory,
8
 
and it was 99.8+ at. % pure. The Co metal with 99.95 wt. % purity and Ge with 99.999 
wt. % purity were purchased from Alfa Aeser Inc. The phase purity and structural 
analysis of the sample were evaluated by Rietveld refinement
9
 of the x-ray powder 
diffraction data, and by single crystal diffraction analysis, respectively. The powder 
diffraction data reveal that the as cast Pr117Co56.7Ge112 sample is nearly  a single phase 
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compound crystallizing in the Tb117Fe52Ge112–type related structure (space group, Fm-
3m) with a lattice parameter a = 29.330 (3) Å. A single crystal measuring 606080 µm 
was mounted on a Bruker APEX CCD single crystal diffractometer equipped with 
graphite-monochromatized Mo Ka ( = 0.71069 Å) radiation. Room temperature 
intensity data were collected by the -scan method over 2 = ~ 7–57o with exposures of 
15 s per frame. The reflections in the dataset were consistent with the face-centered cubic 
symmetry. Data integration, Lorentz polarization, and other corrections were 
accomplished by the SAINT
10
 subprogram included in the SMART software package. An 
empirical absorption correction was performed with the aid of subprogram SADABS
11
. 
The starting atomic parameters derived via direct methods and the program SIR 97
12
 
were subsequently refined using the program SHELX-97
13
 (full-matrix least-squares on 
F
2
) with anisotropic atomic displacement parameters included for all atoms. The 
magnetic properties of bulk polycrystalline Pr117Co56.7Ge112 were investigated by dc 
magnetic susceptibility measurements from 2 to 300 K in magnetic fields up to 70 kOe 
using a superconducting quantum interference device magnetometer  MPMS XL-7 made 
by Quantum Design Inc. 
 
5.4      Results and Discussions 
 
The crystal structure of Pr117Co56.7Ge112 was determined using x-ray single crystal 
diffraction. Results of the crystal structure refinement are listed in Table I and Table II.  
Pr117Co56.7Ge112 crystallizes in a structure very close to the Tb117Fe52Ge112 structure type.
1 
The crystal structure of Pr117Co56.7Ge112 is very similar to Gd117Co55.4Sn114.4
14
. The crystal 
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structure of Pr117Co56.7Ge112 belongs to a superstructure modification of the Cu2MnAl
15
 
type (Figure 5.1(a)). It can be described starting from the Pr(Ge6(Co24)1/2(Co8)1/2) 
clusters, which correspond to the Al positions. Pr(Ge6(Co24)1/2(Co8)1/2) in analogy with 
Gd(Sn6(Co24)1/2(Co8)1/2) is a statistical mixture of a PrGe6Co8 cube and a PrGe6(Co3)8 
cuboctahedron. Neither of these two modifications can exist separately resulting in an 
average polyhedron - PrGe6Co4(Co3)4. Similar, however, well ordered PrGe6(Co3)4(Co)4 
polyhedra fill the 8c sites, which correspond to the tetrahedral voids of the basic model 
(Cu positions in Cu2MnAl). The structural disorder around the 4a position (1/2,1/2,1/2) in 
Pr117Co56.7Ge112 is slightly different than that in Gd117Co55.4Sn114.4. The octahedral voids 
of the structure (Mn positions) are filled by [Co8]Co6Co8Pr6 (Figure 5.1b), where the 
central Co7 cube position is in split with surrounding Co6 octahedron (i.e. when an atom 
replacing the Co7 position, another atom cannot occupy Co6 position and vice versa) in 
contrast to the axially oriented disorder of the Co positions in Gd117Co55.4Sn114.4. Such 
unusual distribution of the electron density in the vicinity of these positions, (expressed in 
the flattened and elongated ellipsoids) is the result of the low local atomic density and is 
typical for all of the reported compounds of this family.
5-7
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Table I. Details of the crystal structure investigation and refinement for Pr117Co56.7Ge112. 
Emp. Form. Pr117Co56.7Ge112 
Space group Fm-3m 
a, Å 29.330(3) 
Absorption coefficient, µ, mm
-1
 38.779
 
θ range 1.20º to 28.62º 
Index ranges –38  h  39 
Reflections collected  55942 
Independent reflections 1643 
Data/restraints/parameters 1643/0/96 
Goodness-of-fit on F
2
 1.08 
Final R indices [I>2σ(I)]a R1=0.037, wR2=0.070 
R indices (all data) R1=0.058, wR2=0.078 
Rint/Rsigma 0.145/0.038 
 
 
Fig. 4.1. (a) Pr(Ge6(Co24)1/2(Co8)1/2) (red), Pr(Ge6(Co3)4(Ge)4) (yellow), and Co6Co8Pr6  
fragments in the crystal structure of Pr117Co56.7Ge112. (b) Atomic arrangement around the 
position (0.5 0.5 0.5). 
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Table II. Atomic position, site occupation fraction (SOF), and equivalent thermal 
displacement (Ueq) parameters of Pr117Co56.7Ge112. 
Atom Wyck. x y Z SOF Ueq (Å
2
) 
Pr1 96k 0.06714(2) 0.06714(2) 0.15562(3) 1 0.0121(2) 
Pr2 96k 0.18067(2) 0.18067(2) 0.40586(3) 1 0.0089 (2) 
Pr3 96k 0.19956(2) 0.19956(2) 0.06830(3) 1 0.0081(2) 
Pr4 96j 0 0.10401(3) 0.25498(3) 1 0.0086(2) 
Pr5 48i ½ 0.11698(3) 0.11698(3) 1 0.0116(3) 
Pr6 24e 0.33703(6) 0 0 1 0.0126(4) 
Pr7 8c ¼ ¼ ¼ 1 0.0074(6) 
Pr8 4a 0 0 0 1 0.032(1) 
Ge1 96k 0.07579(4) 0.07579(4) 0.32241(6) 1 0.0084(3) 
Ge2 96k 0.10801(4) 0.10801(4) 0.24255(5) 1 0.0094(3) 
Ge3 48i ½ 0.20928(6) 0.20928(6) 1 0.0123(5) 
Ge4 48h 0 0.14436(6) 0.14436(6) 1 0.0099(5) 
Ge5 48g 0.14406(8) ¼ ¼ 1 0.0082(4) 
Ge6 32f 0.14969(6) 0.14969(6) 0.14969(6) 1 0.0103(6) 
Ge7 32f 0.30567(7) 0.30567(7) 0.30567(7) 1 0.0220(7) 
Ge8 24e 0.1067(1) 0 0 1 0.0224(8) 
Ge9 24e 0.2154(1) 0 0 1 0.0137(7) 
Co1 96k 0.16814(5) 0.16814(5) 0.23182(7) 1 0.0088(4) 
Co2 32f 0.39493(8) 0.39493(8) 0.39493(8) 1 0.0112(7) 
Co3 48h 0 0.0773(1) 0.0773(1) 0.89(1) 0.065(2) 
Co4 32f 0.053(1) 0.053(1) 0.053(1) 0.10(1) 0.065(2) 
Co5 32f 0.44338(8) 0.44338(8) 0.44338(8) 1 0.0145(8) 
Co6 24e 0.4315(3) ½ ½ 0.56(2) 0.019(3) 
Co7 32f 0.4748(4) 0.4748(4) 0.4748(4) 0.24(2) 0.046(8) 
 
 
   Figure 5.2(a) shows the temperature variation of the magnetization of 
Pr117Co56.7Ge112 measured in a 1 kOe applied field under zero-field-cooled heating (ZFC) 
and field-cooled-cooling (FCC) conditions. The results show that there is one prominent 
magnetic transition at ~ 10 K (Tf1) and two weak magnetic anomalies at ~ 26 K (Tf2) and 
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~ 46 K (Tf3) under both ZFC and FCC conditions, which can be clearly seen from the 
temperature derivatives of the ZFC and FCC data. All of the transitions have 
ferromagnetic characteristic. A significant thermal irreversibility between the ZFC and 
FCC branches is clearly observed below Tf1. Considering the eight atomic positions of Pr 
atoms, the arrangement of the magnetic moments in this compound can be very complex. 
The three transitions may be associated with the reorientations of Pr moments among the 
different magnetic structures.   
  
  
Fig. 4.2. (a) Temperature (T) dependence of the magnetization (M) of Pr117Co56.7Ge112 
measured in an applied magnetic field (H) of 1kOe under ZFC and FCC conditions. The 
inset shows the temperature derivatives of the ZFC and FCC data. (b) Temperature (T) 
dependence of the magnetization (M) and the temperature derivative of the FCC data of 
Pr117Co56.7Ge112 measured in an applied magnetic field (H) of 10 kOe. The inset shows 
the temperature dependence of the inverse susceptibility (H/M) vs. T obtained under the 
10 kOe applied field. The red line in the inset figure shows the Curie-Weiss fit to the 
experimental data. 
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Figure 5.2(b) shows the ZFC and FCC magnetization curves measured in an 
applied field of 10 kOe.  The anomaly at Tf2 observed in a low field of 1 kOe has 
disappeared.  The anomaly at Tf3 becomes nearly indistinguishable, but a broad 
ferromagnetic-like transition at 12 K remains clearly visible. In addition, the bifurcation 
between the ZFC and FCC data is suppressed by the high field. The magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy of the Pr ions and the nonzero coercivity (see below) are the reasons for the 
observed thermomagnetic irreversibility.
16
 The inset in Figure 5.2(b) shows the 
temperature dependence of the inverse susceptibility (H/M) of Pr117Co56.7Ge112 measured 
in 10 kOe applied field and the Curie-Weiss fit to the experimental data. The 
paramagnetic Curie temperature and the effective magnetic moment, obtained from the 
Curie-Weiss fit are 24 K and 3.49 μB / Pr, respectively. The value of μeff is close to the 
theoretical effective paramagnetic moment for Pr
3+
 ion (gJ[J(J+1)]
1/2
 = 3.58 μB ). 
Assuming that the crystalline electric field effects in Pr117Co56.7Ge112 are weak, the Co 
sublattice here is not magnetic, the same as in the Tb117Co59Sn111 and Dy117Co58Sn111 
compounds.
6 
 Although the Co atoms do not contribute to the total magnetic moment, the 
delocalized 3d electrons of Co still play a major role as an intermediary between the 4f 
moment coupling of Pr atoms. The Weiss constant θP represents the sum of all the 
magnetic interactions, and the positive value indicates that the ferromagnetic interactions 
are dominant, which is consistent with the ferromagnetic ground state of the compound.   
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Fig. 4.3. Field (H) dependence of magnetization (M) of Pr117Co56.7Ge112 measured at 2 
and 40 K.  
 
   Figure 5.3 shows the M(H) isotherms of Pr117Co56.7Ge112 collected at 2 and 40 
K. At 2 K, the magnetization initially increases nearly linearly with field and then shows 
a trend toward saturation at high field.  Coercivity of ~ 800 Oe and ~ 2.7 emu/g 
remanence are observed. The magnetization measured at 2 K in a field of 70 kOe is 1.46 
μB / Pr, which is much lower than the saturation value (gJ = 3.20 μB) of Pr
3+
. The 
magnetization isotherm measured at 40 K shows a minor deviation from paramagnetic 
behavior. Most likely reasons for the moment reduction are that the arrangement of Pr 
spin moments may be noncollinear, or only a fraction of the total of eight inequivalent Pr 
atoms may order magnetically, which remains to be established. Unfortunately, the 
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complexity of the structure makes neutron scattering studies of the material extremely 
difficult, if at all possible.  
 
5.5      Conclusions 
 
    The crystal structure and bulk magnetic properties of the ternary intermetallic 
compound Pr117Co56.7Ge112 have been studied. The structure of this germanide is closely 
related to Tb117Fe52Ge112 –type structure with a giant unit cell. The compound orders 
magnetically in several steps between 46 and 10 K.  The inverse susceptibility follows 
the Curie-Weiss law and the effective magnetic moment suggests that the magnetic 
moments are localized on the rare earth atoms.  
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CHAPTER 6.  SPIN-GLASS BEHAVIOR IN A GIANT UNIT CELL 
COMPOUND Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) 
 
A paper published in Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter
1
 
J. Liu,
2,3
 W. Xie
2,4
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2,3
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2,4
, and V. K. Pecharsky
2,3
  
 
6.1      Abstract  
 
In this paper we demonstrate evidence of a cluster spin glass in Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) 
(a compound with a giant cubic unit cell) via ac and dc magnetic susceptibility, 
magnetization, magnetic relaxation and heat capacity measurements. The results clearly 
show that Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) undergoes a spin glass phase transition at the freezing 
temperature, ~38 K.  The good fit of the frequency dependence of the freezing 
temperature to the critical slowing down model and Vogel-Fulcher law strongly suggest 
the formation of cluster glass in the Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) system.  The heat capacity data 
exhibit no evidence for long-range magnetic order, and yield a large value of Sommerfeld 
coefficient. The spin glass behavior of Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) may be understood by assuming 
the presence of competing interactions among multiple non-equivalent Tb sites present in 
the highly complex unit cell. 
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6.2      Introduction  
Spin glasses (SG) have been extensively studied both experimentally and 
theoretically for the last several decades
1
. SG state has been reported to form in 
amorphous, diluted metallic, nanostructured, single crystalline, and polycrystalline 
materials. Recently, our work on the R117M52+xX112+y (R= rare earth metal, M = Fe, Co 
and Cr, X = Ge, Sn) compounds led to the discovery of spin glass clusters coexisting with 
short range antiferromagnetic order in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2
2
. The latter, as well as numerous 
other R117M52+xX112+y-based ternary intermetallic compounds exhibit uniquely complex 
crystal structures characterized by a giant cubic unit cell with cell volume exceeding 
20,000 Å
3
.  These compounds crystallize in two closely related structures, either the 
Tb117Fe52Ge112 –type
3
 or Dy117Co57Sn112 –type
4
. 
The spin glass behavior of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2, which crystallizes in the 
Dy117Co57Sn112 –type structure, has been attributed to crystallographic disorder present in 
clusters of atoms that can be identified in this structure. Such SG behavior is similar to 
that reported in uranium-based nonmagnetic atom disorder (NMAD) compounds U2XSi3 
(X = transition metal), but is different from that found in amorphous or diluted metallic 
spin glasses 
5
. Different from the Dy117Co57Sn112–type, no atomic disorder has been 
reported in the Tb117Fe52Ge112–type. However, considering this extraordinarily complex 
system, atomic disorder may also exist in the Tb117Fe52Ge112–type. Ever since the crystal 
structure of Tb117Fe52Ge112 was first discovered
3
 in 1987, a single crystal reinvestigation 
of this type of structure has not been reported. Therefore, it is interesting to reinvestigate 
the Tb117Fe52Ge112–type crystal structure using single crystal diffraction. In addition, no 
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studies of the physical properties of Tb117Fe52Ge112 – the first compound discovered with 
this extremely structurally complex system – have been reported to date. In this paper, we 
report on the atomic disorder and spin glass behavior in Tb117Fe52Ge112. 
 
6.3      Experimental Details 
The polycrystalline sample of the nominal composition Tb117Fe52Ge112 was 
prepared by arc melting pure constituents Tb (99.9 wt.%), Fe (99.9838 wt.%) and Ge (> 
99.99 wt.%) in an arc furnace under argon atmosphere. The alloys were flipped and re-
melted four times to ensure homogeneity. Then the sample was sealed in a helium-filled 
quartz tube and annealed at 1050 °C for 102 days. The phase analysis and room 
temperature crystal structure determination were based on the refinement of the measured 
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns collected on a Philips X’Pert diffractometer (Cu 
Kα1 radiation) using the Rietveld method. A single crystal measuring around 
60 80 80μm3 which was picked out of the heat treated sample was mounted on the tip 
of a glass fiber. An x-ray single crystal investigation was performed by using Bruker 
APEX charge coupled device (CCD) single crystal diffractometer equipped with 
graphite-monochromatized Mo K ( = 0.71069 Å) radiation. The ac and dc magnetic 
measurements were performed by using a superconducting quantum interference device 
(SQUID) magnetometer MPMS XL-7.  The heat capacity data were collected on a 
physical property measurement system (PPMS).  
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6.4      Results 
 
An analysis of the powder x-ray diffraction pattern  of the Tb117Fe52Ge112 , as seen 
in figure 6.1, revealed that the sample prepared as described in the previous section is 
nearly phase-pure with only 3 wt.% TbFe2Ge2 as a minor phase.  The single crystal 
analysis of Tb117Fe52Ge112 shows that it crystallizes in Tb117Fe52Ge112-type with a lattice 
parameter a = 28.553(1) Å, which is comparable to the earlier reported value. The single 
crystal analysis of the title compound shows that it crystallizes in Tb117Fe52Ge112-type 
with a lattice parameter a = 28.553(1) Å, which is comparable to the earlier reported 
value
3
. Starting with the model of the crystal structure reported in
3
, all crystallographic 
parameters have been refined (SHELX-97) using full matrix least squares based of 
F
2
(hkl).  Details of single crystal data collection and final residuals (R) are listed in Table 
I.  Occupancies of all sites were allowed to refine independently in order to determine 
whether some of the sites are occupied by mixtures of elements, or contain vacancies. All 
Tb, Ge, and Fe sites that were identified in the original structural report
3
 refined as fully 
occupied, but there is one additional site, Wyckoff site 24e, which shows significant 
electron density.  Furthermore, the anisotropic thermal displacement ellipsoids for the 
Fe4 sites were severely elongated along [111] directions, and the resulting distance 
between the Fe4 and 24e sites was too short (2.1 Å) for acceptable interatomic 
distances.  Thus, the Fe4 site was allowed to split into two independent, partially 
occupied sites, Fe4a and Fe4b, whose occupancies refined as 37(2)% and 63(3)%, i.e., 
net fully occupied by Fe atoms between these two positions  The 24e site could be refined 
using either Fe atoms (occupancy of 37(2)%) or Ge atoms (occupancy of 29(1)%), with 
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the Fe4a–24e and Fe4b–24e distances changing respectively, to 1.9 and 2.3 Å.  Thus, 
only the Fe4b and the 24e sites can be simultaneously occupied.  Based on the R values, 
goodness-of-fit parameter, standard deviations of parameters, and thermal displacement 
parameters, the 24e site was assigned as Ge, a result which leads to the refined chemical 
composition of  Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1).  Table II summarizes the refined atomic parameters.  
The thermal displacement parameters near and close to the Fe4a and Fe4b sites are 
largest, in light of chemical disorder in this region of the crystal structure.   
 
 
 
Figure 6.1. The Rietveld refinement x-ray powder diffraction pattern of 
Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1). The inset shows the detailed view of the x-ray pattern between ~28 
and ~40 deg. 2θ. 
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Table I. Crystal structure refinement of Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1). 
Chemical Formula Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) 
Space Group F m-3m 
Lattice Parameter a (Å) 28.5530(11) 
Absorption Coefficient,  (mm-1) 52.575 
 Ranges (°) 1.24-28.35 
Index Ranges –38  h, k, l  38 
Reflections Collected 72908 
Independent Reflections 1502 
Data/Restraints/Parameter 1502/0/92 
Goodness-of-fit on F
2
 1.047 
Final R indices [I > 2σ(I)] R1=0.0253; wR2=0.0517 
Final R indices [all] R1=0.0387; wR2=0.0566 
R int /R sigma 0.1343/0.0268 
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Table II. Atomic position, site occupation fraction (SOF), and equivalent thermal 
displacement (Ueq) parameters of Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1). 
Atom Wyck x y z SOF Ueq (Å
2
) 
Tb1 8c ¼  ¼  ¼  1 0.008(1) 
Tb2 4b 0 0 0 1 0.010(1) 
Tb3 96j 0.2449(1) 0.1036(1) 0 1 0.009(1) 
Tb4 96k 0.1797(1) 0.1797(1) 0.4075(1) 1 0.008(1) 
Tb5 96k 0.1994(1) 0.1994(1) 0.0663(1) 1 0.008(1) 
Tb6 96k 0.0680(1) 0.0680(1) 0.1561(1) 1 0.008(1) 
Tb7 48h 0.1168(1) 0.1168(1) 0 1 0.015(1) 
Tb8 24e 0.3394(1) 0 0 1 0.031(1) 
Ge1 96k 0.1068(1) 0.1068(1) 0.2427(1) 1 0.008(1) 
Ge2 24e 0.1145(1) 0 0 1 0.008(1) 
Ge3 96k 0.0741(1) 0.0741(1) 0.3227(1) 1 0.009(1) 
Ge4 48g ¼  ¼  0.1400(1) 1 0.008(1) 
Ge5 48i 0.1436(1) 0.1436(1) 0 1 0.008(1) 
Ge6 48h 0.2908(1) 0.2908(1) ½  1 0.009(1) 
Ge7 24e 0.2150(1) 0 0 1 0.010(1) 
Ge8 32f 0.1465(1) 0.1465(1) 0.1465(1) 1 0.010(1) 
Ge9 32f 0.3079(1) 0.3079(1) 0.3079(1) 1 0.017(1) 
Fe1 96k 0.1677(1) 0.1677(1) 0.2310 (1) 1 0.008(1) 
Fe2 48i 0.0744(1) 0.0744(1) ½  1 0.026(1) 
Fe3 32f 0.3976(1) 0.3976(1) 0.3976(1) 1 0.024(1) 
Fe4a 32f 0.0418(5) 0.0418(5) 0.0418(5) 0.37(2) 0.050(7) 
Fe4b 32f –0.0553(2) –0.0553(2) –0.0553(2) 0.63(3) 0.027(2) 
Ge10 24e 0.4333(4) 0 0 0.29(1) 0.026(4) 
 
Magnetization data of Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) as a function of temperature collected in 
magnetic fields from 100 Oe to 10 kOe under both zero field cooling warming (ZFC) and 
field cooled cooling (FCC) protocols are show in figure 6.2. For H = 100 Oe, the ZFC 
M(T) curve displays a relatively sharp maximum at  Tf = 38 K, below which magnetic 
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irreversibility is manifested as a bifurcation between the ZFC and FCC curves. Below Tf, 
the ZFC branch decreases rapidly with decreasing temperature, while the FCC one 
decreases slowly, forming a plateau. With increasing magnetic field, the anomaly at Tf 
becomes much broader and Tf shifts toward lower temperature.  The variation of Tf with 
magnetic field follows the de Almedia-Thouless law
6
 (Tf ∝ H
2/3
), as shown in inset (a) of 
figure 6.2. A broad maximum in the ZFC data and the distinct bifurcation between the 
ZFC and FCC curves below Tf are typical features of a spin glass.  
 
 
Figure 6.2. (Color online) The dc magnetic susceptibility (M/H) of for Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) 
measured as a function of temperature in magnetic fields ranging from 100 Oe to 10 kOe 
under both ZFC (full symbols) and FCC (open symbols) protocols. Inset (a) shows the de 
Alemida-Thouless line, plotted as Tf vs H
2/3
. Inset (b) shows the Curie-Weiss fit of the linear 
part of the inverse dc magnetic susceptibility above ~60 K. 
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The dc magnetic susceptibility (M/H), as shown in inset (b) of figure 6.2, obeys 
the Curie-Weiss law at high temperature. Fitting the linear part of the χ-1(T) plot to the 
Curie-Weiss law yields Weiss temperature θp = 40 K.  The effective magnetic moment is 
11.14 B/Tb atom, which considering 9.72 B expected for non-interacting Tb
3+
 ions, 
shows that Fe is also magnetic in the title compound.  Although a positive Weiss 
temperature indicates dominance of ferromagnetic interaction, a broad cusp exhibited in 
the M(T) plots indicates an AFM-like magnetic ordering phase transition at 38 K in a low 
magnetic field. Considering the complexity of the compound’s crystal structure and the 
presence of multiple independent crystallographic sites occupied by Tb and Fe atoms (see 
above and Table II) competition between AFM and FM magnetic interactions is quite 
likely.  We also note that Tb and Fe moments always couple antiparallel.  Similar 
behavior has been reported in another spin glass compound Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 
2
. 
Figure 6.3(a) shows the ac magnetic susceptibility of Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) measured 
as a function of temperature at frequencies ranging from 1 to 1000 Hz. The 
measurements were performed with ac field of 5 Oe after ZFC. Both χ’(ω, T) and χ”(ω, 
T) display a main peak at ~40 K and ~38 K, respectively, the location of which agrees 
with dc magnetization data shown in figure 6.2. The peak temperature shifts upwards 
with increasing frequency in both χ’ and χ” plots. However, as frequency increases, the 
magnitudes of the peak decrease in χ’(ω, T) but increase in χ” (ω, T). Except for the main 
peak, a minor anomaly appears at ~ 10 K in χ’(ω, T). A small peak at ~ 9K and a slope 
change at ~ 23 K are also seen in χ”(ω, T). All of the minor anomalies in both the real and 
imaginary components of the ac susceptibility are frequency dependent. The minor 
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anomalies observed in χ’(ω, T) and χ’’(ω, T) at ~10 and ~9 K, respectively, reflect the 
antiferromagnetic ordering of the impurity phase TbFe2Ge2 
7
. 
 
 
Figure 6.3. (Color online) (a) The temperature dependence of real and imaginary parts of 
the ac susceptibility of Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) at frequencies from 1 to 1000 Hz in an applied 
ac field of 5 Oe. The frequency dependence of spin freezing temperature (Tf) plotted as 
(b) log(τ) vs. log(Tf /TSG -1) and (c) Tf vs. 1/ln(ω0/ω). The solid lines represent the fits to 
the experimental data. 
 
The initial frequency shift of the main peak, δTf  = ∆ Tf / (Tf ∆logω), has often 
been used as a criterion to compare different spin glass systems. Our measurements show 
that Tf varies from ~39.5 K (1 Hz) to ~43 K (1000 Hz) in χ’ data while it varies from 
~37.5 K (1 Hz) to ~40.5 K (1000 Hz) in χ” data. Therefore, the calculated peak shift δTf 
is 0.0295 and 0.0267 for χ’ and χ”, respectively. The frequency sensitivity of the SG 
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transition (i.e. δTf) strongly depends on the interactions between the magnetic entities. 
The values obtained for Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) fall in the range typically reported for 
canonical SG (between 0.0045 and 0.06)
8
 and they are comparable to those reported for 
some NMAD concentrated spin glasses like URh2Ge2 (0.025)
9
, U2PdSi3 (0.020)
10
 and 
Ce2AgIn3 (0.022)
11
, and also that of cluster glass Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 (0.021)
2
. 
In order to estimate the dynamical parameters used to characterize the SG state of 
Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1), two well-known models: the conventional critical slowing down 
model of spin dynamics, τ = τ0(Tf /TSG -1)
-zν
, (where TSG is the SG transition temperature 
determined by the system interactions at ω→0, τ0 is the shortest relaxation time available 
to the system and zν is the dynamic critical exponent12)  and Vogel-Fulcher law13,14,15,16, 
ω = ω0 exp[-Ea/kB(Tf -T0)] (where ω0 is  characteristic frequency, Ea is activation energy, 
kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T0 is Vogel-Fulcher temperature) are employed to fit 
the Tf (ω) data.   
 Figures 6.3(b) and (c) present the best fits to the data in the 1-1000 Hz range, 
showing that the spin glass state can be well described by the two models.  The best fit 
using the slowing down model [solid line in figure 6.3(b)] yields TSG = 37.7 K, τ0 ≈ 10
-9 
s 
and zν = 6.5 These values compare well with those of well-known spin glasses and 
cluster glass systems. The value of zν lies between 4 and 12 for different SG systems, 
such as the cluster glass U2CuSi3
17
, and the Ising spin glass Fe0.5Mn0.5TiO3
18
.  Taking ω0 
= 1/τ0 = 10
9
 Hz, the fit using the Vogel-Fulcher law [solid line in figure 6.3(c)] yields the 
activation energy Ea = 140.8kB ≈ 4.3kBT0, and the Vogle-Fulcher temperature T0 ≈ 32.8 K. 
T0 can be treated as a measure of the coupling between the interacting magnetic 
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clusters
19
. T0   Ea/kB indicates a weak coupling whereas T0   Ea/kB suggests a strong 
one. For Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1), T0 ≈ 0.23Ea/kB, implies a moderate interaction between the 
magnetic clusters.  Moreover, the Tholence criterion
20
 of Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1), δTTh = (Tf -
T0)/Tf ≈ 0.17, is an order of magnitude higher than those of canonical SG systems such as 
CuMn (≈0.07)28, but comparable to those observed in cluster glasses (e.g. La0.5Sr0.5CoO3 
≈0.25)21. Taken together, all of the evidence presented above supports the cluster glass 
nature of Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) system. 
To further investigate the SG behavior, we have measured the long-time 
relaxation of the magnetization. Figure 6.4(a) shows the isothermal normalized remanent 
magnetization M(t)/M(t= 0) curves at 5, 15, 30 and 40 K.  The measurements were 
carried out by first zero field cooling the sample from 200 K to the desired temperature, 
then setting the field to 500 Oe for 1000 seconds before switching it off.  Time 
corresponding to 0 is when the magnetic field reaches zero. The results show that the 
decay of M(t) at 5 to 30 K is slow and can be represented by a logarithmic time 
dependence
22
: M(t)=M0 – S ln(t+t0), typically observed in metallic spin glasses.  The 
resultant three fitting parameters are: M0 = 0.0833, 0.412, and 0.434 emu/g, and S = 
0.0038, 0.036, and 0.031emu/g for 5, 15 and 30 K, respectively. The remanent 
magnetization at 40 K, which is in the PM state, is very small and remains constant with 
time.   
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Figure 6.4. (Color online) (a) The isothermal remanent magnetization as a function of 
time measured from 5 to 40 K. (b) The temperature dependence of remanent 
magnetization MR and coercive field HC for Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1). The inset shows the 
magnetization as function of magnetic field at selected temperatures. 
 
Inset of figure 6.6(b) shows selected M(H) loops measured at different 
temperatures after zero-field cooling. Both remanent magnetization MR and coercive field 
HC obtained from the M(H) plots decrease as the temperature increases and become 
almost negligible above the freezing temperature.  The temperature dependence of MR 
and HC values are consistent with those observed in conventional spin glass systems 
23,24
. 
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The high HC in the spin glass state is likely a result of frustration due to the presence of 
spin clusters with short range AFM, as observed in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2
2
. It is noteworthy to 
point out that the magnetization does not show any tendency to saturation, even in a 70 
kOe magnetic field. 
 
Figure 6.5. (Color online) The temperature dependence of the heat capacity of 
Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) in zero magnetic field. The inset shows the temperature dependence of 
the first derivative of the heat capacity with respect to temperature (dC/dT). 
 
The heat capacity, C(T), curve of Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) measured at zero magnetic 
field, which is shown in figure 6.5,  provides further evidence for the existence of the spin 
glass state in the title compound. It is clear that there is no heat capacity anomaly that can 
be associated with anomalies in magnetic behaviors observed just below 40 K in both dc 
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and ac data.  This suggests the absence of a spontaneous magnetic ordering transition and 
confirms that no long-range magnetic ordering occurs near Tf in Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1). The 
first derivative of the heat capacity with respect to temperature (inset of figure 6.5) 
exhibits a broad peak around ~40 K, indicating a weak contribution from the magnetic 
cluster state to the heat capacity. Further, an enhanced value of Sommerfeld coefficient – 
109 (mJ (mole-Tb)
-1 
K
-2
) – determined from the C/T vs. T2 plot is commensurate with 
cluster glass freezing
8
, and is usually observed in NMAD spin glasses
22
.  
  
6.4       Discussion  
 
Two necessary conditions for the formation of a SG state are the existence of 
randomness and frustration
8
.  Interestingly, as determined from the single crystal x-ray 
analysis, the degree of disorder in Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) is quite low. Hence, the structure 
itself does not provide enough randomness for the formation of the SG state, which is 
different from Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 that exhibits an extensive structural disorder. Therefore, 
we believe that the mechanism leading to the formation of the SG state in 
Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) originates from the large and complex unit cell containing eight 
symmetrically independent Tb positions (more than 1,000 atoms overall). A substantial 
variation of the interatomic distances, and therefore, indirect exchange interactions, 
which are aperiodic over a scale of a few nanometers (i.e. nearly 3 nm along the <100> 
direction, and as much as ~5 nm along the <111> direction), results in competing 
exchange interactions, and therefore, magnetic frustrations that prevent a cooperative 
magnetic ordering transition. Recently, a spin glass behavior was also observed in 
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another compound Tb30Ru6.0Sn29.5, which adopts a highly complex unit cell with low 
level of atomic disorder
25
.  
 
6.5      Conclusions  
In summary, the temperature, field and frequency dependent dc and ac magnetic 
measurements clearly demonstrate the existence of spin glass phase transition in 
Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) at ~38 K. The frequency dependence of the freezing temperature fits 
well with the critical slowing down model and the Vogel-Fulcher law, indicating the 
formation of a cluster glass in the title compound. The occurrence of a de Almedia-
Thouless phase line, a slow logarithmic relaxation of remanence and the absence of 
anomaly near Tf in C(T) data also corroborate the glass nature of the magnetism of 
Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1).  We believe these behaviors originate from the presence of multiple 
non-equivalent sites occupied by R atoms and nanoscale aperiodicity due to a very large 
unit cell, which lead to competing magnetic interactions between Tb atoms and resultant 
magnetic frustration, which is different from known mechanisms of traditional spin glass 
systems.  Therefore, the spin glass behavior observed in Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) further 
broadens the classification of spin glass materials. 
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CHAPTER 7. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
7.1      DyFe4Ge2 
Systemic experimental investigations of the magnetization and heat capacity 
properties show the existence of four magnetic phase transitions in DyFe4Ge2: the 
antiferromangetic ordering at 62 K followed by three additional transitions at 52 (Tf1), 32 
K (Tf2), and 15 K (Tf3). The transition at Tf2 exhibits a strong thermal hysteresis in low 
field M(T) measurements. The two low temperature transitions (Tf1, Tf2) are due to spin 
reorientations of the Dy and Fe sublattices, and the high temperature transition is of 
order-disorder nature. The absence of the anomaly around the freezing point Tf3 in the 
temperature dependent heat capacity and the very slow logarithmic decay of the 
remanence reveal a reentrant magnetic glassy state that exists at temperatures below Tf3. 
Two field-induced step-like metamagnetic phase transitions have been observed in M(H) 
measurements between 2 and 50 K. They both exhibit field hysteresis, indicating their 
first-order nature; the exact nature of these transitions requires further investigation. The 
first principles electronic structure calculations show that the indirect 4f-4f exchange spin 
polarizes 5d Dy and the hybridization between spin up Dy 5d and spin down Fe 3d gives 
rise to antiparallel Dy and Fe moments in both tetragonal and orthorhombic structures of 
DyFe4Ge2. The tetragonal structure of DyFe4Ge2 is the stable structure in the 
paramagnetic state. The calculations with collinear Dy arrangements show ferrimagnetic 
orthorhombic DyFe4Ge2 as the ground state structure.  
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7.2      HoFe4Ge2 
 
The thermal, magnetic, and electrical properties of HoFe4Ge2 have been studied. 
The results reveal the existence of a complex spin reorientation process within the AFM 
phase at low temperatures of HoFe4Ge2. PM to AFM transition takes place at TN = 51 K. 
Another two first-order magnetic phase transitions take place at Tf1 = 42 K and Tf2 = 15 
K. Magnetic glassy state is observed below ~10 K and the isothermal remanent 
magnetization undergoes slow relaxation with time. The low temperature physical 
properties manifest strong magnetic field dependencies. Both magnetization and 
electrical resistivity measurements as a function of applied field provide evidences for 
first-order metamagnetic transition at critical field ~ 22 kOe with strong hysteresis in 
HoFe4Ge2. Interesting and unusual MR behavior – negative ∆ρ/ρ at low temperatures, 
changing sign at higher temperature – is observed.  For a field change of 30 kOe, a large 
MR of ~ 30% is observed near Tf2.  
 
7.3      Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 
 
Through the detailed studies of the dc magnetization, ac susceptibility, magnetic 
relaxation, heat capacity, and electrical resistivity properties, unusual spin-glass behavior 
was discovered in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 below the freezing temperature Tf   11 K.  
According to the critical slowing-down model τ = τ0(Tf /TSG -1)
-zν
, the characteristic time 
constant τ0 of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 suggests the existence of magnetic clusters. The ZFC-
FCC thermomagnetic irreversibility in the dc magnetization data and the presence of 
weak anomalies in the temperature dependencies of heat capacity and electrical 
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resistivity, also confirm the existence of antiferromagnetic cluster spin-glass state in 
Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2. We suggest that spin-glass behavior in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 originates 
from the structural disorder of the Co and Sn atomic sites, which leads to frustrated 
RKKY magnetic exchange interactions between Pr atoms. Both short-range 
antiferromagnetic and spin-glass state clusters likely coexist in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2. In 
addition, negative temperature coefficient of the resistivity observed in this compound 
with giant unit cell is probably also due to the chemical disorder of Co and Sn. 
 
7.4      Pr117Co56.7Ge112 
 
    The crystal structure and bulk magnetic properties of the ternary intermetallic 
compound Pr117Co56.7Ge112 have been studied. The single crystal structure analysis of this 
germanide shows that it is closely related to Tb117Fe52Ge112 –type structure with a giant 
unit cell and is slightly different from that of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2. The compound orders 
magnetically in several steps between 46 and 10 K.  The inverse susceptibility follows 
the Curie-Weiss law and the positive value of paramagnetic Curie temperature indicates 
that the ferromagnetic interactions are dominant, which is consistent with the 
ferromagnetic ground state of the compound.  In addition, the effective magnetic moment 
suggests that the magnetic moments are localized on the rare earth atoms.  
 
7.5      Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) 
 
The temperature, field and frequency dependent dc and ac magnetic 
measurements of polycrystalline Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) clearly demonstrate the existence of 
spin glass phase transition at freezing temperature ~38 K. The frequency dependence of 
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the freezing temperature fits very well with the critical slowing down model and the 
Vogel-Fulcher law, indicating the formation of a cluster glass in Tb117Fe52Ge112. The 
occurrence of a de Almedia-Thouless phase line, stretched exponential relaxation of 
remanence and the absence of anomaly near Tf in C(T) data also corroborate the glass 
nature of Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1).  We believe these behaviors originate from the presence of 
multiple non-equilibrium sites occupied by R atoms, which leads to competing magnetic 
interactions between Tb atoms, which is different from mechanisms of the traditional 
spin glass systems.   Therefore, the spin glass behavior observed in Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) 
enriches further the classification of spin glass materials. 
 
7.6      Recommendations for Future Work 
 
(1)     In DyFe4Ge2 compound, two field-induced step-like metamagnetic phase 
transitions have been observed between 2 and 50 K, which show hysteresis, 
indicating the first-order nature, might be a magnetostructural transition related to 
the two steps. The nature of these two metamagnetic transitions between 2 and 50 
K remains unclear. The isothermal XRD measurements on applying magnetic 
field from 0 to 40 kOe may be useful to study these metamagnetic transitions.  
(2)     In HoFe4Ge2, below 140 kOe, only one field-induced step-like metamagnetic 
phase transition is observed. Therefore, similar low temperature XRD 
experiments should also be performed on the compound HoFe4Ge2. In addition, 
magnetic glassy state is observed in both DyFe4Ge2 and HoFe4Ge2, therefore, 
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further investigation of the existence of magnetic glassy state in other compounds 
in this system should be carried out. 
(3)     Among RFe4Ge2 compounds, ErFe4Ge2 has also been systematically investigated 
by the magnetic measurements and presents interesting and complex magnetic 
behaviors. ErFe4Ge2 was found to show three magnetic phase transitions, with 
two of them being related with magnetic structure changes and one being 
antiferromagnetic(AFM)-paramagnetic(PM) transition. ErCo4Ge2 also crystallizes 
in ZrFe4Si2-type structure. It would be interesting to investigate whether multiple 
phase transitions and structural transformations will appear in ErCo4Ge2 and the 
effect of Fe and Co on the magnetic state of this crystal system is interesting to 
investigate.   
(4)     The negative temperature coefficient of the resistivity is observed in compound 
Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 and is probably due to the chemical disorder of Co and Sn. To 
further investigate the origin of this special character of the resistivity and verify 
the assumption, optical conductivity and Hall effect measurements and further 
development of the model to fit experimental data need to be carried out.  
(5)     Spin glasses show non-equilibrium dynamics, which can be revealed from ageing, 
rejuvenation and memory phenomena. The second (low temperature) maximum in 
the low frequency out of phase ac susceptibility curves of Pr117Co54.5Sn115.2 and 
Tb117Fe52Ge113.8(1) could be related to non-equilibrium dynamics. To reveal this, 
measuring χ” vs. time at constant temperature after rapidly cooling the sample to 
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say 7 K, or recording the low frequency χ” vs. temperature using significantly 
different cooling/heating rates will be useful and interesting. 
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